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In S. Ramanujan’s last letter to G. H. Hardy [B4], Ramanujan proclaimed,
‘‘I discovered very interesting functions recently which I call ‘Mock’ -func-
tions.’’ He then provided a long list of ‘‘third order,’’ ‘‘fifth order,’’ and ‘‘seventh
order’’ mock theta functions together with identities satisfied by them.
Ramanujan’s lost notebook [RA] contains many further theorems on
mock theta functions. In particular, several further results on fifth order mock
theta functions were established by the combined efforts of G. E. Andrews
[A1, A2], G. E. Andrews and F. G. Garvan [AG], and D. Hickerson [H1].
Ramanujan’s results on seventh order mock theta functions, absent in his
letter to Hardy, can be found in the lost notebook, and these were proved
by Andrews [A1] and Hickerson [H2]. Eleven identities for sixth order
mock theta functions are found in the lost notebook; these were established
by Andrews and Hickerson [AH]. Last, the lost notebook contains eight
identities for tenth order mock theta functions. The first two of Ramanujan’s
tenth order mock theta function identities were proved by the author [CY].
It is the purpose of this paper to prove the third and fourth of Ramanujan’s
tenth order mock theta function identities. Further identities will be proved
in subsequent papers.
In [AH, p. 63], we can find a definition of a mock theta function. A mock
theta function is a function f (q) defined by a q-series which converges for
|q|<1 and which satisfies the following two conditions:
(0) For every root of unity ‘, there is a theta function %‘ (q) such that
the difference f (q)&%‘ (q) is bounded as q  ‘ radially.
(1) There is no single theta function which works for all ‘: i.e., for
every theta function %(q) there is some root of unity ‘ for which f (q)&%(q)
is unbounded as q  ‘ radially.
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No one has proved that the mock theta functions given by Ramanujan
satisfy the definition of a mock theta function.
We now define Ramanujan’s tenth order mock theta functions. In [RA,
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where | is a primitive cube root of unity, and |q|<1.
Among the eight identities, the third and fourth identities are related to
X(q) and /(q). Since Ramanujan’s identities involve theta functions, we
reformulate them by replacing q by q3 and using the Jacobi triple product






(&q; q4) (&q3; q4) (q4; q4)
(&q3; q12) (&q9; q12) (q12; q12)
_









(&q; q4) (&q3; q4) (q4; q4)
(&q3; q12) (&q9; q12) (q12; q12)
_
(q6; q30) (q24; q30) (q30; q30)
(&q3; q3)
, (1.8)






(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)
f (&q2, &q8) f (&q, &q4)
,
b2 (q)=&
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)












We use the following notation:
Definitions. For a complex number q with |q|<1, |bc|<1, and any
integer n,
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and
f (b, c) := :

j=&
b j( j+1)2c j( j&1)2.
Let R(F; z) denote the residue of a function F at a pole z.
We can easily verify the identity
(a2; q)=(a2; q2) (a2q; q2)
=(&a; q) (a; q) (a2q; q2) . (1.9)




b j( j+1)2c j( j&1)2=(&b; bc) (&c; bc) (bc; bc) (1.10)
is the Jacobi triple product identity, and
f (&q, &q2)=(q; q) (1.11)
is Euler’s pentagonal number theorem. In this paper, we will use the Jacobi
triple product identity and Euler’s pentagonal number theorem many
times.
We now give the ideas behind the proofs of the third and fourth tenth
order mock theta function identities. In Section 2, using Bailey’s lemma, we
derive two Hecke type identities for X(q) and /(q), and define a theta func-
tion E(q, z) whose coefficients of z and z2 are X(q) and S(q), respectively,
where S(q)=2q&/(q)q. Then we develop two identities. One is related to
E(q, z), X(q) and Lambert series, and the other is relatd to E(q, z), S(q),
and Lambert series. By similar methods, we define a function k(x, q), a
theta function B(z, x, q), and certain generalized Lambert series, and derive
two identities relating E(q, z) and theta functions b1 (q), b2 (q), and
B(z, x, q). From the four identities that we obtain, we can derive two iden-
tities which represent X(q) and /(q), respectively, by theta functions and
Lambert series. Then in Section 2, we prove eight theta function identities
by using properties of modular forms. In Section 3, we develop four addi-
tional theta function identities, and using two identities for X(q) and /(q),
we replace X(q) and /(q) by theta functions and Lambert series in
Ramanujan’s third identity. Then we prove Ramanujan’s third identity. In
Section 4, we prove Ramanujan’s fourth identity by methods similar to
those in Section 3.
The author thanks Ken Ono for suggesting the use of Robins’ paper [RS].
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
2.1. Proof of a Lemma
In this section, we will prove that
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)
f (&q2, &q8) f (&q, &q4)
qf (&q2, q3)
&
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)
f (&q4, &q6) f (&q2, &q3)
q2f (q, &q4)
=
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
5, &q15) f (q5, q5)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10)
and
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)
f (&q2, &q8) f (&q, &q4)
f (&q4, &q16)
&
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)
f (&q4, &q6) f (&q2, &q3)
f (&q8, &q12)
=
q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
10, &q10) f (1, q10)






f (a, b)= f (b, a),
f (1, a)=2 f (a, a3),
f (&1, a)=0,
and, if n is an integer,
(iv) f (a, b)=an(n+1)2bn(n&1)2 f (a(ab)n, b(ab)&n).
Proof. See Entry 18 in [B2, p. 34].
Theorem 2.1.2. If ab=cd, then
(i) f (a, b) f (c, d )+f (&a, &b) f (&c, &d )=2 f (ac, bd ) f (ad, bc)
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and








Proof. See Entry 29 in [B2, p. 45].
Theorem 2.1.3. For 0<|q|<1, x{0, and y{0,
f (x, x&1q) f (&y, &y&1q)+f (&x, &x&1q) f ( y, y&1q)
=2 f (&xy, &x&1y&1q2) f (&x&1yq, &xy&1q).
Proof. Replace a, b, c, and d by x, x&1q, &y, and &y&1q, respectively,
in Theorem 2.1.2(i).
Theorem 2.1.4. For 0<|q|<1, x{0, and y{0,
f (x, x&1q) f (&y, &y&1q)&f (&x, &x&1q) f ( y, y&1q)
=2xf (&x&1y, &xy&1q2) f (&xyq, &x&1y&1q).
Proof. Replace a, b, c, and d by x, x&1q, &y, and &y&1q, respectively,
in Theorem 2.1.2(ii).
Theorem 2.1.5. For 0<|q|<1, x{0, and y{0,
f (&x, &x&1q) f (&y, &y&1q)= f (xy, (xy)&1 q2) f (x&1yq, xy&1q)
&xf (xyq, (xy)&1 q) f (x&1y, xy&1q2).
Proof. See Theorem 1.1 in [H1, p. 643].
Lemma 2.1.6. Assume that
&b1 (q) qf (&q2, q3)+b2 (q) q2f (q, &q4)
=
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
5, &q15) f (q5, q5)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10)
(2.1.1)
and
2b1 (q) f (&q4, &q16)&2b2 (q) f (&q8, &q12)
=&
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
10, &q10) f (1, q10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (q5, q5)
, (2.1.2)
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where b1 (q) and b2 (q) are functions of q. Then,
b1 (q)=&
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)




(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)
f (&q4, &q6) f (&q2, &q3)
. (2.1.4)
Proof. Assume that (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) are given, multiply (2.1.1) by
2f (&q8, &q12) and (2.1.2) by q2f (q, &q4), and add the resulting two
identities. Then,
2b1 (q) q(& f (&q2, q3) f (&q8, &q12)+qf (q, &q4) f (&q4, &q16))
=
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
5, &q15) f (q5, q5)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10)
2f (&q8, &q12)
&
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
10, &q10) f (1, q10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (q5, q5)
q2f (q, &q4). (2.1.5)
Using (1.10) and applying Theorem 2.1.5 with q, x, and y replaced by q5,
q, and q2, we find that
f (&q2, q3) f (&q8, &q12)&qf (q, &q4) f (&q4, &q16)
= f (&q2, &q8) f (q3, q7) f (&q8, &q12)
(&q5; q10)
(q10; q10)




f (&q2, &q8) f (&q4, &q6)(q20; q20) (&q5; q10)
(q10; q10)3
_( f (q3, q7) f (q4, q6)&qf (q, q9) f (q2, q8))
=
f (&q2, &q8) f (&q4, &q6)(q20; q20) (&q5; q10)
(q10; q10)3
_f (&q, &q4) f (&q2, &q3).
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Also using (1.10) and Lemma 2.1.1(iv), and applying Theorem 2.1.5 with
q, x, and y replaced by q5, q3, and q3, we find that
&
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
5, &q15) f (q5, q5)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10)
2f (&q8, &q12)
+
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
10, &q10) f (1, q10)




f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5)
_\2f (&q
5, &q15) f (q5, q5) f (&q8, &q12)
f (1, q10)
&
q2f (&q10, &q10) f (1, q10) f (q, &q4)
f (q5, q5) +
=&
2q(q10; q10)3
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10) f (q5, q5)
_(2f (&q5, &q15) f (q5, q5)2 f (&q8, &q12)
&q2f (&q10, &q10) f (1, q10)2 f (q, &q4))
=&
2q(q10; q10)3
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10) f (q5, q5)
_(2(&q5; q10) (q20; q20) f (q5, q5) f (&q4, &q6) f (q4, q6)
&2q2 (&q5; q10) (q20; q20) f (1, q10) f (q, q9) f (&q4, &q6))
=&
2q(q10; q10)3
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10) f (q5, q5)
_2(&q5; q10) (q20; q20) f (&q4, &q6)( f (q5, q5) f (q4, q6)
&q2f (1, q10) f (q, q9))
=&
2q(q10; q10)3
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10) f (q5, q5)
_2(&q5; q10) (q20; q20) f (&q4, &q6) f (&q2, &q3)2.
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By comparing the previous two identities with (2.1.5), we find that
b1 (q)=&
2(q10; q10)6 f (&q
2, &q3)
f(&q2, &q8) f (&q, &q4) f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10) f (q5, q5)
=&
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)
f (&q2, &q8) f (&q, &q4)
.
This proves (2.1.3).
Multiply (2.1.1) by 2 f (&q4, &q16) and (2.1.2) by qf (&q2, q3), and add
the resulting two identities. Then,
&b2 (q) 2q( f (&q2, q3) f (&q8, &q12)&qf (q, &q4) f (&q4, &q16))
=
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
5, &q15) f (q5, q5)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10)
2f (&q4, &q16)
&
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
10, &q10) f (1, q10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (q5, q5)
qf (&q2, q3). (2.1.6)
We have already derived that
f (&q2, q3) f (&q8, &q12)&qf (q, &q4) f (&q4, &q16)
=
f (&q2, &q8) f (&q4, &q6)(q20; q20) (&q5; q10)
(q10; q10)3
_f (&q, &q4) f (&q2, &q3).
Using (1.10), and applying Theorem 2.1.5 with q, x, and y replaced by q5,
q, and q, we find that
&
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
5, &q15) f (q5, q5)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10)
2f (&q4, &q16)
+
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q
10, &q10) f (1, q10)




f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5)
_\2f (&q
5, &q15) f (q5, q5) f (&q4, &q16)
f (1, q10)
&
qf (&q10, &q10) f (1, q10) f (&q2, q3)
f (q5, q5) +
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=&
2q(q10; q10)3
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10) f (q5, q5)
_(2f (&q5, &q15) f (q5, q5)2 f (&q4, &q16)
&qf (&q10, &q10) f (1, q10)2 f (&q2, q3))
=&
2q(q10; q10)3
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10) f (q5, q5)
_(2(&q5; q10) (q20; q20) f (q5, q5) f (&q2, &q8) f (q2, q8)
&2q(&q5; q10) (q20; q20) f (1, q10) f (&q2, &q8) f (q3, q7))
=&
2q(q10; q10)3
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10) f (q5, q5)
_2(&q5; q10) (q20; q20) f (&q2, &q8)
_( f (q5, q5) f (q2, q8)&qf (1, q10) f (q3, q7))
=&
2q(q10; q10)3
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10) f (q5, q5)
_2(&q5; q10) (q20; q20) f (&q2, &q8) f (&q, &q4)2.
By comparing the previous two identities with (2.1.6), we find that
b2 (q)=&
2(q10; q10)6 f (&q, &q
4)
f(&q4, &q6) f (&q2, &q3) f (q5, q15) f(&q5, &q5) f (1, q10) f (q5, q5)
=&
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)
f (&q4, &q6) f (&q2, &q3)
.
This completes the proof of (2.1.4), and so the proof of Lemma 2.1.6 is
complete.
2.2. Hecke Type Identities for X(q) and /(q)
In this section, we will develop two Hecke type identities for X(q) and
/(q). This idea was developed by G. Andrews [A1]. To develop Hecke
type identities, we need Bailey’s Lemma [B1] and two more lemmas [A1].
Definition. For an integer s,
sg(s) :={ 1, if s0,&1, if s<0.
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Lemma 2.2.1 (Bailey’s lemma). If for r0 the sequences [:r (q)] and


























(\1 ; q)n (\2 ; q)n (aq\1\2)n :n(q)
(aq\1 ; q)n (aq\2 ; q)n








| j | n












Then (:n (q), ;n (q)) form a Bailey pair.
Proof. See Lemma 12 in [A1, p. 131].

















Then (:n(q), ;n(q)) form a Bailey pair.
Proof. See Lemma 12 in [A1, p. 131].
We are ready to prove the next theorem.































In (2.2.2), (2.2.3), and (2.2.4), replacing q, \2 , and a by q2, q, and 1, respec-
tively, and letting r and \1 tend to , we find that
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Let R(q) denote the right hand side of (2.2.6). Replacing n and j by N2
and J2, respectively, where N and J are even, in the first sum of R(q), we









Using 2 nj=0 q
&2j 2&2j=nj=&n&1 q
&2j2&2j, and replacing n and j by
(N&1)2 and (J&1)2, respectively, where N and J are odd, in the second
















q (10N2+4N&2J 2)4 (1&q8N+8).





















































Replacing N by r+s and J by r&s in the first sum, and replacing N by
&r&s&2 and J by r&s in the second sum, we find that
X(q)=
(q; q)


























In (2.2.2), (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), replacing q, \1 , and a by q2, q, and 1, respec-
tively, and letting r and \2 tend to , we find that
1





































q(2n+1)2 \q6n2+2n (1&q8n+4) :
| j | n
q&2j2+ .
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Let R(q) denote the right hand side of (2.2.8). Using 2 nj=0 q
&2j2&2j=
nj=&n&1 q
&2j2&2j, and replacing n and j by (N&1)2 and (J&1)2,
respectively, where N and J are odd, in the first sum of R(q), we find that

















q (10N2+12N+4&2J 2)4 (1&q4N+4).
Replacing n and j by N2 and J2, respectively, where N and J are even,































































Replacing N by &r&s and J by &r+s in the first sum, and replacing N




































Applying (1.10), and using qf (q&1, q5)= f (q, q3), we find that
/(q)= &
(q; q)






















Then, we can write /(q)=2&qS(q).
2.3. Mock Theta Functions X(q) and S(q) as Coefficients
In this section, we will define a theta function E(q, z), and develop its
relation with X(q) and S(q).
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Definition. For |q|<1 and z neither zero nor an integral power of q,
let
E(q, z) :=E(z) :=
zf (&z, &z&1q2) f (zq&1, z&1q2) f (z, z&1q4)
f (&zq&1, &z&1q3)
. (2.3.1)
Clearly, E(z) is meromorphic for z{0 with simple poles at z=q2k+1 for
each integer k.




Proof. (i) Applying Lemma 2.1.1(iv) with n, a, and b replaced by 1,
&z&1, and &zq2, respectively, we find that
f (&z&1, &zq2)=&z&1f (&z, &z&1q2). (2.3.2)
Applying Lemma 2.1.1(iv) with n, a, and b replaced by 3, z&1q&1, and zq2,
respectively, we find that
f (z&1q&1, zq2)=z&3f (zq&1, z&1q2). (2.3.3)
Applying Lemma 2.1.1(iv) with n, a, and b replaced by 1, z&1, and zq4,
respectively, we find that
f (z&1, zq4)=z&1f (z, z&1q4). (2.3.4)
Applying Lemma 2.1.1(iv) with n, a, and b replaced by 2, &z&1q&1, and
&zq3, respectively, we find that
f (&z&1q&1, &zq3)=z&2f (&zq&1, &z&1q3). (2.3.5)
Using (2.3.2)(2.3.5), we find that
E(z&1)=
z&1f (&z&1, &zq2) f (z&1q&1, zq2) f (z&1, zq4)
f (&z&1q&1, &zq3)
=




(ii) Applying Lemma 2.1.1(iv) with n, a, and b replaced by 2,
&z&1q&2, and &zq4, respectively, we find that
f (&zq4, &z&1q&2)=z&2q&2f (&z, &z&1q2), (2.3.6)
and applying Lemma 2.1.1(iv) with n, a, and b replaced by 4, z&1q&2, and
zq3, respectively, we find that
f (zq3, z&1q&2)=z&4q&2f (zq&1, z&1q2). (2.3.7)
Using (2.3.4)(2.3.7), we find that
E(zq4)=
zq4f (&zq4, &z&1q&2) f (zq3, z&1q&2) f (zq4, z&1)
f (&zq3, &z&1q&1)
=
zq4z&2q&2f (&z, &z&1q2) z&4q&2f (zq&1, z&1q2) z&1f (z, z&1q4)
z&2f (&zq&1, &z&1q3)
=z&5E(z).






(q; q)3 f (&xy, &x
&1y&1q)
f (&x, &x&1q) f (&y, &y&1q)
.
Proof. This lemma is a special case of Entry 17 in [B3, p. 152]. Replace
a, b and n by y, qy, and &1x, respectively, in that entry. Also see
Theorem 1.5 in [H1, p. 646].
Recall that S(q) is defined by (2.2.9).
Theorem 2.3.3. In the annulus |q|< |z|<1,
(i) X(q) is the coefficient of z in E(z),
and
(ii) S(q) is the coefficient of z2 in E(z).
Proof. From the definition of f (b, c),
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from Lemma 2.3.2 with q replaced by q2, and x and y replaced by zq&1












(z2q&2; q2) (z&2q4; q2) (q2; q2)
(zq&1; q2) (z&1q3; q2) (q2; q2) f (&zq&1, &z&1q3)
=
(zq&1; q) (&zq&1; q) (z&1q2; q) (&z&1q2; q) (q2; q2)
(zq&1; q2) (z&1q3; q2) (q2; q2) f (&zq&1, &z&1q3)
=
\(zq
&1; q2) (z; q2) (&zq&1; q) (z&1q2; q2) (z&1q3; q2)
_(&z&1q2; q) (q2; q2) +
(zq&1; q2) (z&1q3; q2) (q2; q2) f (&zq&1, &z&1q3)
=
(z; q2) (&zq&1; q) (z&1q2; q2) (&z&1q2; q) (q2; q2)
(q2; q2) f (&zq&1, &z&1q3)
=
f (&z, &z&1q2) f (zq&1, z&1q2)
(q; q) (q2; q2) f (&zq&1, &z&1q3)
.




z(q2; q2)2 f (&z, &z
&1q2) f (zq&1, z&1q2) f (z, z&1q4)









Using Theorem 2.2.4(i), we see that X(q) is the coefficient of z in the
Laurent expansion of E(z). This proves (i). Similarly, using Theorem
2.2.4(ii), we find that the coefficient of z2 in this Laurent expansion is S(q),
and so the proof of (ii) is complete.
2.4. The Lambert Series L(z) and M(z)
In this section, we will define Lambert series L(z) and M(z), and develop
the connections of E(z) with X(q), S(q), L(z), and M(z).
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Clearly, L and M are meromorphic for z{0, and L and M have simple
poles at z=q2k+1 for each integer k.
Theorem 2.4.1. Let q be fixed, 0<|q|<1. Let a, b, and m be fixed





Then F is meromorphic for z{0, with simple poles at all points z0 such that
zb0=q




Proof. See Theorem 1.3 in [H1, p. 644].











Fr zr f (C&1znqr, Cz&nqn&r).
(b) If, in addition, n is odd, C=\1, and F(z) satisfies
F(z&1)=&Cz&nF(z),





Fr[zrf (Cznqr, C&1z&nqn&r)&Czn&rf (Cznqn&r, C&1z&nqr)].
Proof. See Theorem 1.8 in [H1, p. 647].
Recall that E(z), L(z), and M(z) are defined by (2.3.1), (2.4.1) and
(2.4.2), respectively, and R(F, z0) denotes the residue of a function F at a
pole z.





(v) V(z)=E(z)&L(z)+M(z) is analytic at z=q and q3.
Proof of (i). Using (2.3.1), (1.10), Lemma 2.1.1(ii), and Theorem 2.4.1
with a, b, k, and m replaced by &1, 1, 0, and 2, we find that




Proof of (ii). Using (2.3.1), (1.10), Lemma 2.1.1(ii) twice, Lemma
2.1.1(iv) twice, and Theorem 2.4.1 with a, b, k, and m replaced by &1, 1,
1, and 2, we find that
R(E(z); q3)=q3f (&q3, &q&1) f (q2, q&1) f (q, q3)
q3
(q2; q2)3




Proof of (iii). The residue of L(z) at z=q is &q2 and the residue of
M(z) at z=q is q2 since q(1&q&1z)=&q2(z&q) and q(1&qz&1)=
q+q2(z&q). So, R(L(z)&M(z); q)=&2q2.
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Proof of (iv). The residue of L(z) at z=q3 is &q4 and the residue of
M(z) at z=q3 is q4 since q(1&q&3z)=&q4(z&q3) and q(1&q3z&1)=
q+q4(z&q3). So, R(L(z)&M(z); q3)=&2q4.
Proof of (v). Since E(z) and L(z)&M(z) have simple poles at z=q and
q3, and have the same residues at z=q and q3, respectively, E(z)&
L(z)+M(z) is analytic at z=q and q3.
Lemma 2.4.4. The function V(z) is analytic at z=q and satisfies the two
functional equations
V(z&1)=&z&5V(z) and V(zq4)=z&5V(z).
Proof. The function V(z) is analytic at z=q by Lemma 2.4.3(v).
























So, we find that L(z&1)&M(z&1)=&z&5 (L(z)&M(z)).
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Since we already know that E(z) satisfies the given functional equations in
Lemma 2.3.1, V(z) satisfies the same functional equations.
By Lemma 2.4.3(iii) and Lemma 2.4.4, V(z) is analytic at z=q2k+1 for
each integer k. So V(z) is analytic for z{0. Thus V(z) has a Laurent
expansion which is valid for all z{0.
Lemma 2.4.5. Suppose that V(z)=r=& Vrz
r for all z{0. Then
V(z)=V1[zf (z5q4, z&5q16)&z4f (z5q16, z&5q4)]
+V2[z2f (z5q8, z&5q12)&z3f (z5q12, z&5q8)].
Proof. In Theorem 2..4.2(b), replace q, C, and n by q4, 1, and 5, respec-
tively. We therefore complete the proof of Lemma 2.4.5.
Lemma 2.4.6. We have
V1=X(q)&2 and V2=S(q)&2q&1.
Proof. Assume |q2|<|zq|<1. Then |q4n+1z|<1 if and only if n0,
and |q4n+3z|<1 if and only if n&1. Replacing n by n&1 in the second





































For the first sum, if sg(n)=sg(m), then 5n+m+55, or  &1. And for
the second sum, if sg(n)=sg(m), then 5n+m0, or &6. Thus, the coef-
ficient of z in L(z) is 1, and the coefficient of z2 in L(z) is q&1.
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Also, |q4n+1z&1|<1 if and only if n1, and |q4n+3z&1|<1 if and only





































For the first sum, if sg(n)=sg(m), then &5n&m&5&5, or 1. And
for the second sum, if sg(n)=sg(m), then &5n&m6, or 0. Thus, the
coefficient of z in M(z) is &1, and the coefficient of z2 in M(z) is &q&1.
In Theorem 2.3.3, we proved that X(q) is the coefficient of z in E(z), and
S(q) is the coefficient of z2 in E(z). Also f (z5q4, z&5q16) and f (z5q8, z&5q12)
have only powers of 5 in the z variable, and the constant term in
f (z5q4, z&5q16) and f (z5q8, z&5q12) is 1. Then by (2.4.3) and Lemma 2.4.5,
Lemma 2.4.6 is proved.
By (2.4.3), Lemma 2.4.5, and Lemma 2.4.6, we can easily verify the next
theorem.
Theorem 2.4.7. If 0<|q|<1 and z is neither zero nor an integral power
of q, then
E(z)=(X(q)&2)[zf (z5q4, z&5q16)&z4f (z5q16, z&5q4)]
+(S(q)&2q&1)[z2f (z5q8, z&5q12)&z3f (z5q12, z&5q8)]
+L(z)&M(z).
2.5. Another Formulation of E(z)





















where l=1 or 3.
Define





















































































































Now, we will define B(z, x, q), k(x, q), and P(z), and show that
B(z, x, q)= f (x4z, x&4z&1q4) k(x, q)+P(z).
Definitions. Let |q|<1, and let x be neither zero nor an integral
power of q. Define
B(z, x, q) :=
(q2; q2)3 f (&zx
2q&1, &z&1x&2q3) f (z, z&1q4)
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and


































The functions B(z, x, q) and P(z) are clearly meromorphic for z{0 with
simple poles at z=q2n+1 for each integer n.
Lemma 2.5.1. Let q and x be fixed, where 0<|q|<1, and suppose that
x is neither zero nor an integral power of q. Then k(x, q) is the coefficient
of z0 in the Laurent series expansion of B(z, x, q) in the annulus |q|< |z|<1.
Proof. By (2.5.4), (2.5.5), and Lemma 2.3.2 with x, y, and q replaced by
x2, zq, and q2
k(x, q)=the coefficient of z0 in
1










=the coefficient of z0 in
(q2; q2)3 f (&zx
2q&1, &z&1x&2q3) f (z, z&1q4)
f (q, q3) xf (&x2, &x&2q2) f (&zq&1, &z&1q3)
=the coefficient of z0 in B(z, x, q).
Lemma 2.5.2. The function P(z) satisfies the functional equation
P(zq4)=z&1x&4P(z),
R(P(z); q)=&x&1q, and R(P(z); q3)=&x&3q3.
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Replacing n by n&1 in the first and second sums, and replacing n by n+1






































































Lemma 2.5.3. The function B(z, x, q) satisfies the functional equation
B(zq4, x, q)=z&1x&4B(z, x, q),
R(B(z, x, q); q)=&x&1q, and R(B(z, x, q); q3)=&x&3q3.
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Proof. By (2.3.4), (2.3.5), (2.5.4), and Lemma 2.1.1(iv),
B(zq4, x, q)=
(q2; q2)3 f (&zx
2q3, &z&1x&2q&1) f (zq4, z&1)
f (q, q3) xf (&x2, &x&2q2) f (&zq3, &z&1q&1)
=
(q2; q2)3 z
&2x&4f (&zx2q&1, &z&1x&2q3) z&1f (z, z&1q4)
f (q, q3) xf (&x2, &x&2q2) z&2f (&z&1q3, &zq&1)
=z&1x&4B(z, x, q).
By Theorem 2.4.1 with a=3, b=&1, m=2, and k=1,
R(B(z); q)=
(q2; q2)3 f (&x
2, &x&2q2) f (q, q3)




and with a=3, b=&1, k=0, and m=2,
R(B(z); q3)=
(q2; q2)3 f (&x
2q2, &x&2) f (q, q3)





&2) f (&x2, &x&2q2) f (q, q3)




Recall that k(x, q) and P(z) are defined by (2.5.5) and (2.5.6), respec-
tively.
Theorem 2.5.4. Let |q|<1, and suppose that x is neither zero nor an
integral power of q. Then
B(z, x, q)= f (zx4, z&1x&4q4)(k(x, q)&x&1)+P(z). (2.5.7)
Proof. Let q and x be fixed. Define
F(z) :=B(z, x, q)&P(z). (2.5.8)
Note that B(z, x, q) and P(z) have simple poles at z=q2n+1 for each
integer n. By Lemma 2.5.2 and Lemma 2.5.3, F(z) satisfies the functional
equation
F(q4z)=z&1x&4F(z),
and F(z) is analytic at z=q and q3. By the functional equation, F(z) is
analytic at z{0. Thus we can say that F(z) must have a Laurent expansion
valid for all z{0. Let F(z)=n=& Fnz
n be the Laurent expansion valid
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for all z{0. Applying Theorem 2.4.2(a) with n=1, C=x&4, and q
replaced by q4, we find that
F(z)=F0 f (zx4, z&1x&4q4). (2.5.9)
For |q|<|z|<1, the coefficient of z0 in B(z, x, q) is k(x, q) by Lemma 2.5.1.
















If sg(n)=sg(m), then n+m+1 is either  &1 or 1. So the coefficient
of z0 in the first sum of (2.5.6) is 0. For the second sum in (2.5.6), replacing
























Thus, the coefficient of z0 in the second sum of (2.5.6) is x&12. For the
























Thus, the coefficient of z0 in the third sum of (2.5.6) is &x&12. For the
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Thus, the coefficient of z0 in the fourth sum of (2.5.6) is 0. Therefore, the
coefficient of z0 in P(z) is x&1. Thus, equating coefficients of z0 in the
definition (2.5.8) of F(z) and using (2.5.9), we deduce that F0=
k(x, q)&x&1. Hence, (2.5.7) follows.
We now define two functions Im (z, q) and Jm (z, q) and develop some of
their properties.
Definitions. Let |q|<1 and 1m4. Define
Im (z, q) :=Im (z) :=bm (q) zmf (z5q4m, z&5q20&4m), (2.5.10)
where
b1 (q)=&b4 (q)=&
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)




(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)
f (&q2, &q3) f (&q4, &q6)
. (2.5.12)
Furthermore, define
Jm (z, q) :=Jm (z) :=2qzmB(z5, qm, q5) (2.5.13)
and
J0 (z, q) :=J0 (z) :=
2q6 (q10; q10)3 f (z
5q&10, z&5q30) f (&z5, &z&5q10)





(q10; q10)3 f (&z
5q2m&5, &z&5q15&2m) f (z5, z&5q20)
f (q5, q15) qmf (&q2m, &q10&2m) f (&z5q&5, &z&5q15)
.
(2.5.15)
Lemma 2.5.5. Let |q|<1. Then Im (z), 1m4, satisfies the functional
equations
Im (zq4)=z&5Im (z) and Im (z&1)=&z&5I5&m (z).
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Proof. Applying Lemma 2.1.1 and replacing n, a, and b by 1, z&5q&4m,
and z5q4m+20, respectively, we find that
Im (zq4)=bm (q) zmq4mf (z5q4m+20, z&5q&4m)
=z&5Im (z),
and by (2.5.11) and (2.5.12),
Im (z&1)=bm (q) z&m f (z&5q4m, z5q20&4m)
=bm (q) z&m f (z5q4(5&m), z&5q20&4(5&m))
=&z&5I5&m (z).
Lemma 2.5.6. Let |q|<1. Then Jm (z), 0m4, satisfies the functional
equations
Jm (zq4)=z&5Jm (z) and Jm (z&1)=&z&5J5&m (z).
Proof. By (2.5.13) and Lemma 2.5.3, for 1m4,
Jm (zq4)=2zmq4m+1B(z5q20, qm, q5)
=2qzm&5B(z5, qm, q5)
=z&5Jm (z),
and by (2.5.15), (2.3.4), and (2.3.5),
Jm (z&1)=
2qz&m (q10; q10)3 f (&z
&5q2m&5, &z5q15&2m) f (z&5, z5q20)
f (q5, q5) qm f (&q2m, &q10&2m) f (&z&5q&5, &z5q15)
=z&5
\2qz
5&m (q10; q10)3 (&q
2m&5z&5)
_f (&z5q5&2m, &z&5q5+2m) z&5 f (z5, z&5q20)+
f (q5, q5) qm f (&q2(5&m), &q2m) z&10 f (&z5q&5, &z&5q15)
=&z&5J5&m (z).
For m=0, by (2.5.14), (2.3.4) with z=z5q&10 and q=q5, and (2.3.5) with
z=z5q5 and q=q5,
J0 (zq4)=
2q6 (q10; q10)3 f (z
5q10, z&5q10) f (&z5q20, &z&5q&10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (&z5q15, &z&5q&5)
=
2q6 (q10; q10)3 z
&5q10 f (z5q&10, z&5q30) z&10q&10 f (&z5, z&5q10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) z&10 f (&z5q&5, &z&5q15)
=z&5J0 (z),
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and by (2.5.14), (2.3.5) with z=z5 and q=q10, and (2.3.4) with z=&z5
and q=q104,
J0 (z&1)=
2q6 (q10; q10)3 f (z
&5q&10, z5q30) f (&z&5, &z5q10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (&z&5q&5, &z5q15)
=
2q6 (q10; q10)3 z
&10 f (z5q&10, z&5q30)(&z&5) f (&z5, &z&5q10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) z&10 f (&z5q&5, &z&5q15)
=&z&5J0 (z).








where ‘5=1 and ‘{1.
Proof. For 1m4, by (2.5.15) and Theorem 2.4.1 with a=&5,
b=5, m=10, and k=0,
R(Jm (z); ‘q)
=
2q(‘q)m (q10; q10)3 f (&(‘q)
5 q2m&5, &(‘q)&5 q15&2m) f ((‘q)5, (‘q)&5 q20)








and by (2.5.15), Theorem 2.4.1 with a=&5, b=5, m=10 and k=1, and
(2.3.4) with z=&q2m and q=q104,
R(Jm (z); ‘q3)
=
2q(‘q3)m (q10; q10)3 f (&(‘q
3)5 q2m&5, &(‘q3)&5 q15&2m) f ((‘q3)5, (‘q3)&5 q20





2q(‘q3)m (&q&2m) f (&q2m, &q10&2m) f (q15, q5)








and for m=0, by (2.5.14), Theorem 2.4.1 with a=&5, b=5, m=10, and
k=0 and (2.3.4) with z=q5 and q=q5,
R(J0 (z); ‘q)
=
2q6 (q10; q10)3 f ((‘q)
5 q&10, (‘q)&5 q30) f (&(‘q)5, &(‘q)&5 q10)








and by Theorem 2.4.1 with a=&5, b=5, m=10, and k=1 and (2.3.4)
with z=&q5 and q=q104,
R(J0 (z); ‘q3)
=
2q6 (q10; q10)3 f ((‘q
3)5 q&10, (‘q3)&5 q30) f (&(‘q3)5, &(‘q3)&5q10)





2q6 f (q5, q15)(&q&5) f (&q5, &q5)
















2qz5&m (q10; q10)3 f (&z
5q5&2m, &z&5q2m+5) f (z5, z&5q20)
f (q5, q15) q5&m f (&q10&2m, &q2m) f (&z5q&5, &z&5q15)
2qzm (q10; q10)3 f (&z
5q2m&5, &z&5q15&2m) f (z5, z&5q20)
f (q5, q15) qmf (&q2m, &q10&2m) f (&z5q&5, &z&5q15)
=
z5&2m f (&z5q5&2m, &z&5q2m+5)
q5&2m f (&z5q2m&5, &z&5q15&2m)
. (2.5.17)
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By (1.10),






=&z5q5&2m f (&z&5q2m&5, &z5q15&2m),
(2.5.18)
and for z=&qk, by Lemma 2.1.1(iv) with n=k,
f (&z5q2m&5,&z&5q15&2m)
=f (&z&5q10k+2m&5,&z5q15&10k&2m)
=(&1)k (q5)&k(k&1) (q2m&5z&5)&k f (&z&5q2m&5,&z5q15&2m)
=q10k&2kmf (&z&5q2m&5,&z5q15&2m). (2.5.19)




The equality (2.5.16) now easily follows.








Recall that the definition of E(z) is given by (2.3.1).
Definition. Let |q|<1. Define
W(z, q) :=W(z) :=E(z)& :
4
m=1
Im (z, q)& :
4
m=0
Jm (z, q) (2.5.20)
for z{0 and z{‘qk where k is an integer and ‘ is a fifth root of unity.
Theorem 2.5.9. Let q and C be complex numbers with 0<|q|<1 and
C{0 and let n be a nonnegative integer. Suppose that F(z) is analytic for
z{0 and satisfies a functional equation F(qz)=Cz&nF(z). Then either F(z)
has exactly n zeros in the annulus |q|<|z|1 or F(z)#0.
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Proof. See Theorem 1.7 in [H1, p. 647].





(&1)k qk(k&1)2xk f ((&1)n xnqn(n&1)2+kn, (&1)n x&nqn(n+1)2&kn).
Proof. See Theorem 1.2 in [AH, p. 67].
In Lemma 2.3.1, Lemma 2.5.5, and Lemma 2.5.6, we showed that E(z),
4m=1 Im (z), and 
4
m=0 Jm (z) satisfy the same two functional equations.
So, we clearly see that W(z) satisfies the functional equations
W(zq4)=z&5W(z) and W(z&1)=&z&5W(z). (2.5.21)
Also, in Lemma 2.5.7, we showed that the residues of Jm (z), 0m4, at







it follows that W(z) is analytic at z=‘q2k+1 for each integer k, since E(z)
and Im (z), 1m4, are analytic at z=‘q2k+1 for each integer k. We will
prove that W(z) has 6 zeros in the annulus |q4|<|z|1. This implies that




Proof. By (2.3.1), (2.5.14), and Lemma 2.1.1(iii),
E(1)=0 and J0 (1)=0. (2.5.22)







bm (q) f (q4m, q20&4m)
=(b1 (q)+b4 (q)) f (q4, q16)+(b2 (q)+b3 (q)) f (q8, q12)
=0, (2.5.23)
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2q(q10; q10)3 f (1, q
20)






q2 f (&q4, &q6)
+
f (&q, &q9)





2q(q10; q10)3 f (1, q
20)
f (q5, q15) f (&q&5, &q15)
_\& f (&q
3, &q7)
q4 f (&q2, &q8)
&
f (&q, &q9)
q3 f (&q4, &q6)
+
f (&q, &q9)





By (2.5.20), (2.5.22), (2.5.23), and (2.5.24), W(1)=0.
Lemma 2.5.12.
W(&1)=0.
Proof. By (2.3.1), (2.5.15), and Lemma 2.1.1(iii),
E(&1)=0 and Jm (&1)=0, 1m4, . (2.5.25)







(&1)m bm (q) f (&q4m, &q20&4m)
=(&b1 (q)+b4 (q)) f (&q4, &q16)
+(b2 (q)&b3 (q)) f (&q8, &q12)
=&2b1 (q) f (&q4, &q16)+2b2 (q) f (&q8, &q12), (2.5.26)
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and by (2.5.14) and Lemma 2.1.1(iv),
J0 (&1)=
2q6(q10; q10)3 f (&q
&10, &q30) f (1, q10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (q&5, q15)
=
2q6 (q10; q10)3 (&q&10) f (&q10, &q10) f (1, q10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) q&5 f (q5, q5)
=&
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q10, &q10) f (1, q10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (q5, q5)
. (2.5.27)
By Lemma 2.1.6,
&2b1(q) f (&q4, &q16)+2b2 (q) f (&q8, &q12)
=
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q10, &q10) f (1, q10)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (q5, q5).
(2.5.28)
By (2.5.20), (2.5.25), (2.5.26), (2.5.27), and (2.5.28), W(&1)=0.
Lemma 2.5.13.
W(&q)=0.
Proof. By (2.3.1) and Lemma 2.1.1(iii),
E(&q)=0. (2.5.29)





By (2.5.11), (2.5.12), Lemma 2.1.1(iv), and Theorem 2.5.10 with q and x







(&q)m bm (q) f (&q4m+5, &q15&4m)
=&qb1 (q) f (&q9, &q11)+q2b2 (q) f (&q13, &q7)
&q3b3 (q) f (&q17, &q3)+q4b4 (q) f (&q21, &q&1)
=&qb1 (q)( f (&q9, &q11)&q2 f (&q1, &q19))
+q2b2 (q)( f (&q7, &q13)+qf (q3, &q17))
=&qb1 (q) f (&q2, q3)+q2b2 (q) f (q, &q4), (2.5.31)
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and, by (2.5.14) and Lemma 2.1.1(iv),
J0 (&q)=
2q6 (q10; q10)3 f (&q
&5, &q25) f (q5, q5)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10)
=
2q6 (q10; q10)3 (&q&5) f (&q5, &q15) f (q5, q5)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10)
=&
2q(q10; q10)3 f (&q5, &q15) f (q5, q5)
f (q5, q15) f (&q5, &q5) f (1, q10)
. (2.5.32)




Im (&q)+J0 (&q)=0. (2.5.33)
By (2.5.20), (2.5.29), (2.5.30), and (2.5.33), W(&q)=0.
Lemma 2.5.14.
W(q2)=0.
Proof. By (2.3.1), (2.5.14), and Lemma 2.1.1(iii),
E(q2)=0 and J0 (q2)=0. (2.5.34)







q2mbm (q) f (q10+4m, q10&4m)
=q2(b1(q)+b4(q)) f (q14, q6)+q4(b2(q)+b3(q)) f (q2, q18)
=0, (2.5.35)





2q(q10; q10)3 f (q
10, q10)












f (&q2, &q8) +
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=
2q(q10; q10)3 f (q
10, q10)














By (2.5.20), (2.5.34), (2.5.35), and (2.5.36), W(q2)=0.
Lemma 2.5.15.
W(&q2)=0.
Proof. By (2.3.1), (2.5.14), and Lemma 2.1.1(iii),
E(&q2)=0 and J0 (&q2)=0. (2.5.37)












(&q2)m bm (q) f (&q4m+10, &q10&4m)
=&q2b1 (q) f (&q6, &q14)+q4b2 (q) f (&q2, &q18)
&q6b3 (q) f (&q&2, &q22)+q8b4 (q) f (&q&6, &q26)
=&q2 (b1 (q)+b4 (q)) f (&q6, &q14)
+q4 (b2 (q)+b3 (q)) f (&q2, &q18)
=0. (2.5.39)
By (2.5.20), (2.5.37), (2.5.38), and (2.5.39), W(&q2)=0.
By (2.5.21) and Lemma 2.5.13, it follows that
W(&q3)=W(q4 (&q&1))=&q5W(&q&1)=&W(&q)=0.
In conclusion, we have shown that W(z) has zeros \1, &q, \q2, and
&q3 in the annulus |q4|< |z|1. We are ready to prove the next theorem.
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Theorem 2.5.16. Let z{0 and z{‘qk where k is an integer and ‘ is a








Proof. We showed that W(z) has 6 zeros in the annulus |q4|< |z|1.
Thus, by Theorem 2.5.9, W(z)#0. Hence, by (2.5.20), the proof is complete.
By (2.5.1) and (2.5.6),
E1 (z5)=(X(q)&2) f (z5q4, z&5q16)+2qP(z5, q, q5). (2.5.40)
By (2.5.3), Theorem 2.5.16, (2.5.10), and (2.5.13),
E1 (z5)=z&1 (I1 (z)+J1 (z))
=b1 (q) f (z5q4, z&5q16)+2qB(z5, q, q5). (2.5.41)
Thus, by (2.5.40) and (2.5.41),
(X(q)&2) f (z5q4, z&5q16)
=b1 (q) f (z5q4, z&5q16)+2qB(z5, q, q5)&2qP(z5, q, q5)
(2.5.42)
and by Theorem 2.5.4,
X(q)=b1 (q)+2qk(q, q5).
By (2.5.2) and (2.5.6),
E2 (z5)=\S(q)&2q+ f (z5q8, z&5q12)+2qP(z5, q2, q5). (2.5.43)
By (2.5.3), Theorem 2.5.16, (2.5.10), and (2.5.13),
E2 (z5)=z&2 (I2 (z)+J2 (z))
=b2 (q) f (z5q8, z&5q12)+2qB(z5, q2, q5). (2.5.44)
Since /(q)=2&qS(q), we have S(q)&2q=&/(q)q. Thus, by (2.5.43)
and (2.5.44),
/(q) f (z5q8, z&5q12)
=&qb2 (q) f (z5q8, z&5q12)&2q2B(z5, q2, q5)+2q2P(z5, q2, q5),
(2.5.45)
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and by Theorem 2.5.4,
/(q)=2&qb2 (q)&2q2k(q2, q5).
2.6. Proofs of Four Theta Function Identities (I )
In this section, we will prove four eta function identities. Then we will
derive four theta function identities from these four eta function identities.
Definition of the Dedekind eta function. Let H=[z : Im z>0].




(1&e2?imnz)=qn24 (qn; qn) . (2.6.1)
By (1.11),
’1=q124 f (&q, &q2).
Definition of the generalized Dedekind eta function. Let H=[z :
Im z>0]. For z # H, q=e2?iz, and any positive integers n, m, define














where P2 (t)=[t]2&[t]+ 16 is the second Bernoulli function, and
[t] :=t&[t] is the fractional part of t.
In this paper, we only consider the case that m0(mod n) for ’n, m .
Definition of the modular group. The modular group is the set of
linear fractional transformations T, T(z)= az+bcz+d , where a, b, c, and d are
rational integers such that ad&bc=1. The modular group is denoted by
1(1). Let 11 (N), where N is a positive integer, be the set of linear factional
transformations U, U(z)= az+bcz+d , where a, b, c, and d are rational integers
such that ad&bc=1, c#0(mod N), and a#d#1(mod N).
Clearly, 11 (N) is a subgroup of 1(1).
Definition of a fundamental region. Let 1 be a subgroup of 1(1).
A fundamental region for 1 is an open subset R of H such that (a) for any
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two distinct points z1 , z2 in R, there is no T # 1 such that T(z1)=z2 , and
(b) for any point z in H, there is some point z3 in the closure of R such
that for some T$ # 1, T$(z)=z3 .
Definition of a standard fundamental region. Let 1 be a subgroup
of 1(1) with cosets A1 , A2 , ..., A+ in the sense that 1(1)=+i=1 1Ai . Then
R is called a fundamental region for 1.
Definition of a cusp. Let R be a fundamental region of 1. A parabolic
cusp of 1 in R is any real point q, or q=, such that q # R , the closure
of R in the topology of the Riemann sphere.
Definition of a modular form of weight r. Let r be a real number.
A function F(z), defined and meromorphic in H, is said to be a modular
form of weight r with respect to 1, with multiplier system v, if
(a) F(z) satisfies
F(Mz)=v(M)(cz+d )r F(z)
for any z # H and M # 1,
(b) there exists a standard fundamental region R such that F(z) has
at most finitely many poles in R & H, and
(c) F(z) is meromorphic at q j , for each cusp q j in R .
The multiplier system v=v(M) for the group 1 is a complex-valued
function of absolute value 1 satisfying the equation
v(M1 M2)(c3z+d3)r=v(M1) v(M2)(c1M2z+d1)r (c2z+d2)r
for M1 , M2 # 1 where M1 (z)=(a1 z+b1 )(c1z+d1 ), M2 (z)=(a2 z+b2 )
(c2 z+d2 ), and M3 (z)=(M1M2)(z)=(a3 z+b3 )(c3z+d3 ).
Let [1, r, v] denote the space of modular forms of weight r and multi-
plier system v on 1, where 1 is a subgroup of 1(1) of finite index.
Let ord( f ; z) denote the invariant order of a modular form f at z. Let
Ord1 ( f ; z) denote the order of f with respect to 1, defined by Ord1 ( f ; z)
:= 1l ord( f ; z), where l is the order of f at z as a fixed point of 1.
Theorem 2.6.1. The Dedekind eta function ’(z) is a modular form of
weight 12 on the full modular group 1(1).
Proof. See Theorem 10 in [KM, p. 43].
Theorem 2.6.2. The multiplier system "’ of the modular form ’(z) is





\ d|c| + ‘bd(1&c2)+c(a+d )&3c24 ,
if c is odd,
\ c|d | + ‘ac(1&d2)+d(b&c)+3(d&1)24 ,
if d is odd and either c0 or d0,
&\ c|d | + ‘ac(1&d2)+d(b&c)+3(d&1)24 ,
if d is odd, c<0, d<0,
where ‘24 is a primitive 24th root of unity.
Proof. See Theorem 2 in [KM, p. 51].
Theorem 2.6.3. If f # [1, r, &] and f{0, then
:
z # R
Ord1 ( f ; z)=+r,
where R is any fundamental region for 1, and + := 112 [1(1) : 1].
This theorem is called the valence formula.
Proof. See Theorem 4.1.4 in [RR].
Lemma 2.6.4. If m1 , m2 , ..., m2n are positive integers, n is a positive
integer, and the least common multiple of m1 , m2 , ..., m2n divides 180, then,
for z # H,
’(m1z) ’(m2 z) } } } ’(m2n z) # [11 (180), n, "],
where A=( ac
b









d+ # 11 (180).
Then d is odd since ad&bc=1 and c is even. Then for z # H,
’(Az)="’ (A)(cz+d )12 ’(z),
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(mz)+d+="’ \ acm mbd + (cz+d)12 ’(mz).














For 1i2n, by Theorem 2.6.2,










|d | + ‘ac(1&d2)mi+d(mi b&cmi)+3(d&1)24 .
Lemma 2.6.5. For a positive integer n,
[1(1): 11 (n)]=n2 ‘
p | n \1&
1
p2+ ,
where the product is over all primes p dividing n.
We need a lemma to prove Lemma 2.6.5.
Lemma 2.6.6. For each solution a, b, c, d in integers of ad&bc#
1(mod n), there are integers a$#a, b$#b, c$#c and d $#d(mod n) with
a$d $&b$c$=1.
Proof. See Lemma in [SB, p. 74].
Proof of Lemma 2.6.5. Let
1*(n)={\ac
b






0 1+ (mod n)= .
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From [SB, p. 75], [1(1) : 1*(n)]=n3 >p | n (1&1p2), where the product
is over all primes p dividing n. By Lemma 2.6.6, [11 (n) : 1*(n)] is the
number of incongruent solutions of ad&bc#1(mod n) where a#1(mod n),
c#0(mod n), and d#1(mod n). So, [11 (n) : 1*(n)]=n. Therefore,
[1(1) : 11 (n)]=n2 >p | n (1&1p2).
Theorem 2.6.7. For z # H, let f (z) :=>n | N
0m<n










P2 (0) rn, m #0(mod 2),
then f (z) # [11 (N), 0, I], where for M=( ac
b
d ) # 11 (180), I(M)=1.
Proof. See Theorem 3 in [RS, p. 126].
Theorem 2.6.8. For z # H,
2’390 ’
3











30, 9 ’60, 24’
2
45, 15 ’180, 60 . (2.6.3)
Proof. For 1i3, let f 1i be the product of eta functions in each of the
3 products in (2.6.3), and g1i be the product of the generalized eta functions
in each of the 3 products in (2.6.3). Each f 1i is the product of 6 eta func-
tions, and by Lemma 2.6.4 and a straightforward calculation, each f 1i is a
modular form of weight 3 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system "1 , where
for A=( ac
b
d ) # 11 (180),
"1 (A)=\ 2|d | + ‘ (120) c(a&ad 2&b)+18bd+3(d&1)24 .
By Theorem 2.6.7 and a straightforward calculation, each g1i is a modular
form of weight 0 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system I. Therefore, each
f 1i g
1
i is a modular form of weight 3 on 11 (180) with multiplier system "1 .
By Lemma 2.6.5, [1(1): 11 (180)]=20736. Let F1 denote the difference
of the left and right sides of (2.6.3). Applying Theorem 2.6.3 (the valence
formula), for a fundamental region R for 11 (180), we deduce that, for F1 ,
:
z # R
Ord11 (180) (F1 ; z)=
3 } 20736
12
=5184ord(F1 ; ), (2.6.4)
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since both sides of (2.6.3) are analytic on R. Using Mathematica, we
calculated the Taylor series of F1 about q=0 (or about the cusp z=)
and found that F1=O(q5185). Unless F1 is a constant, we have contradic-
tions to (2.6.4). We have thus completed the proof of Theorem 2.6.8.


























180 ’60, 6 ’60, 12’30, 4 ’30, 14’5, 1’
2
60, 18 ’30, 2’30, 8









60 ’5, 2 ’30, 9’60, 18’30, 2’30, 8’10, 4’60, 30’30, 5’30, 4 ’30, 14









60 ’180 ’30, 9’60, 18’30, 2
_’30, 8 ’10, 4 ’10, 3’60, 10’30, 6’180, 36









90 ’180’30, 9’60, 18 ’30, 2
_’30, 8 ’10, 4 ’10, 3’60, 10’180, 84’30, 15











90 ’180’30, 9’60, 18
_’30, 2 ’30, 8 ’10, 4’10, 3’60, 10’180, 84’30, 15
_’60, 6 ’60, 12’10, 2’30, 4 ’15, 5’445, 15 ’60, 20’
2
90, 30 . (2.6.5)
Proof. For 1i6, let f 2i be the product of eta functions in each of the
6 products in (2.6.5), and g2i be the product of the generalized eta functions
in each of the 6 products in (2.6.5). Each f 2i is the product of 16 eta func-
tions, and by Lemma 2.6.4 and a straightforward calculation, each f 2i is a
modular form of weight 8 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system "2 , where
for A=( ac
b
d ) # 11 (180),
"2 (A)=\ 2|d | + ‘ (3160) c(a&ad 2&b)+10bd+3(d&1)24 .
By Theorem 2.6.7 and a straightforward calculation, each g2i is a modular
form of weight 0 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system I. Therefore, each
f 2i g
2
i is a modular form of weight 8 on 11 (180) with multiplier system "2 .
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Let F2 denote the difference of the left and right sides of (2.6.5). Applying
Theorem 2.6.3 (the valence formula), for a fundamental region R for
11 (180), we deduce that, for F2 ,
:
z # R
Ord11 (180) (F2 ; z)=
8 } 20736
12
=13824ord(F2 ; ), (2.6.6)
since both sides of (2.6.5) are analytic on R. Using Mathematica, we
calculated the Taylor series of F2 about q=0 (or about the cusp z=)
and found that F2=O(q13825). Unless F2 is a constant, we have contradic-
tions to (2.6.6). We have therefore completed the proof of Theorem 2.6.9.















180, 60 ’15, 3’
2
60, 18









15, 3 ’9, 3 ’18, 6
_’36, 12 ’290, 30 ’
2













180 ’15, 3 ’9, 3
_’18, 6’490, 30 ’
2
180, 60 ’30, 6 ’45, 9 ’
2
60, 18’60, 24











180 ’15, 3 ’9, 3
_’18, 6’490, 30 ’
2
180, 60 ’30, 6 ’45, 9 ’
2
60, 18











12, 3 ’60, 15
_’690, 30 ’180, 60’60, 24’
4
30, 9 ’90, 15 ’60, 15


















30, 9 ’90, 36 ’180, 72’15, 3’30, 6 ’45, 9’90, 18



















180 ’15, 3’18, 6’36, 12
_’290, 30 ’
3
180, 60 ’60, 24’
2
30, 9 ’60, 18’90, 36
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Proof. For 1i13, let f 3i be the product of eta functions in each of
the 13 products in (2.6.7), and g3i be the product of the generalized eta
functions in each of the 13 products in (2.6.7). Each f 3i is the product of 18
eta functions, and by Theorem 2.6.4 and a straightforward calculation, each
f 3i is a modular form of weight 9 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system "3 ,
where for A=( ac
b
d ) # 11 (180),
"3 (A)=\ 1|d | + ‘ (31180) c(a&ad 2&b)+21bd+3(d&1)24 .
By Theorem 2.6.7 and a straightforward calculation, each g3i is a modular
form of weight 0 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system I. Therefore, each
f 3i g
3
i is a modular form of weight 9 on 11 (180) with multiplier system "3 .
Let F3 denote the difference of the left and right sides of (2.6.7). Applying
Theorem 2.6.3 (the valence formula), for a fundamental region R for
11 (180), we deduce that, for F3 ,
:
z # R
Ord11 (180) (F3 ; z)=
9 } 20736
12
=15552ord(F3 ; ), (2.6.8)
since both sides of (2.6.7) are analytic on R. Using Mathematica, we
calculated the Taylor series of F3 about q=0 (or about the cusp z=)
and found that F3=O(q15553). Unless F3 is a constant, we have contradic-
tions to (2.6.8). We have thus completed the proof of Theorem 2.6.10.





60 ’180’15, 3’9, 3 ’
5















180, 60 ’30, 6’
3
30, 9 ’90, 36
_(’180, 72’90, 21 ’290, 15+’180, 72’90, 9’
2









15, 3 ’15, 6 ’45, 15’
2
180, 60 ’30, 6’
2
30, 9 ’60, 24’60, 18’90, 36













180, 60 ’30, 6’
3
30, 9 ’60, 24’90, 36











Proof. For 1i10, let f 4i be the product of eta functions in each of
the 10 products in (2.6.9), and g4i be the product of the generalized eta
functions in each of the 10 products in (2.6.9). Each f 4i is the product of 10
eta functions, and by Theorem 2.6.4 and a straightforward calculation, each
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f 4i is a modular form of weight 5 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system "4 ,
where for A=( ac
b
d ) # 11 (180),
"4 (A)=\ 1|d | + ‘ (760) c(a&ad 2&b)+15bd+3(d&1)24 .
By Theorem 2.6.7 and a straightforward calculation, each g4i is a modular
form of weight 0 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system I. Therefore, each
f 4i g
4
i is a modular form of weight 5 on 11 (180) with multiplier system "4 .
Let F4 denote the difference of the left and right sides of (2.6.9). Applying
Theorem 2.6.3 (the valence formula), for a fundamental region R for
11 (180), we deduce that, for F4 ,
:
z # R
Ord11 (180) (F4 ; z)=
5 } 20736
12
=8640ord(F4 ; ), (2.6.10)
since both sides of (2.6.9) are analytic on R. Using Mathematica, we
calculated the Taylor series of F4 about q=0 (or about the cusp z=)
and found that F4=O(q8641). Unless F4 is a constant, we have contradic-
tions to (2.6.10). We have therefore completed the proof of Theorem 2.6.11.
We will derive four theta function identities from (2.6.3), (2.6.5), (2.6.7),
and (2.6.9).
Theorem 2.6.12. If |q|<1, then
2
(q30; q30)2 (q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
72, &q108)
(q15; q15) (q180; q180) f (&q24, &q36)
=
(q30; q30)4 f (q
9, q21) f (&q45, &q45)
(q15; q15)2
+(q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q9, &q21) f (&q90, &q90).







and applying (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), we have completed the proof.
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Theorem 2.6.13. If |q|<1, then
q&1
f (&q6, &q24) f (&q9, &q21)2 f (&q15, &q45)
f (&q18, &q42)2 f (&q30, &q60)4
_
\ f (&q, &q
29) f (&q5, &q25) f (&q10, &q20)
f (&q11, &q19) f (&q14, &q46) f (&q26, &q34)+
f (&q2, &q28) f (&q8, &q22)
=q
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)(q60; q60)
f (&q2, &q3) f (&q4, &q6)
+
(q30; q30)3
qf (q5, q15) f (q9, q21) \
f (q15, q15) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q24, &q36)
f (&q6, &q24) f (&q12, &q48)
&q9
f (q5, q25) f (&q6, &q24) f (&q10, &q20)2 f (&q36, &q144)
f (&q2, &q8) f (&q30, &q60)3
&q
f (q5, q25) f (&q84, &q96)
f (&q4, &q26)
+q15
f (q5, q25) f (&q24, &q156)
f (&q14, &q16)
).









60 ’10, 2’10, 3’10, 4’30, 2’30, 4’30, 8’30, 14’60, 6’60, 12’
2
60, 18 ,
and applying (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), we have completed the proof.
Theorem 2.6.14. If |q|<1, then
(q9; q9)3 (q
30; q30) f (&q3, &q15)
(q18; q18)3 f (&q
6, &q24)
=&
(q45; q45) (q90; q90) f (&q18, &q27)
f (&q18, &q72) f (&q9, &q36)
+q9 \q9 (q
90; q90)3 f (q
3, q87) f (&q24, &q156)
(q60; q60) f (q45, q135) f (&q18, &q72) f (q21, q69)
+
(q90; q90)3 f (q
33, q57) f (&q84, &q96)
q9 (q60; q60) f (q45, q135) f (&q18, &q72) f (q39, q51)
+q9
\(q
180; q180)2 f (&q
9, &q21)4 f (&q15, &q75)
f (&q15, &q45) f (&q36, &q54) +
(q30; q30)6 (q
60; q60) (q90; q90) f (&q18, &q42)2
_( f (&q39, &q51) f (&q45, &q45)&q3 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q45, &q45)
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+q12 f (&q9, &q81) f (&q15, &q75))
&
(q15; q15) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
9, &q21)2 f (&q36, &q54) f (&q72, &q108)
(q30; q30)7 (q
90; q90) (q180; q180) f (&q18, &q42)2 f (&q24, &q36)
_(& f (&q15, &q75) f (&q39, &q51)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q9 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q3 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q39, &q51)2)
+q6
(q90; q90)2 f (&q
9, &q21)3 f (q9, q21) f (&q36, &q54)
(q30; q30)6 (q
45; q45) f (&q18, &q42)2
_(q6 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q15, &q75)2+ f (&q9, &q81) f (&q45, &q45)2
&q3 f (&q39, &q51) f (&q15, &q75)2).










15, 3 ’30, 6’45, 9’
2
60, 18 ’60, 24’90, 18
’290 ’180
,
and applying (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), we have completed the proof.
Theorem 2.6.15. If |q|<1, then
(q9; q9) (q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q15)2
(q18; q18)2 f (&q
6, &q24)
_
(q30; q30)4 f (&q
18, &q42)2
f (&q9, &q21)2 f (&q15, &q45)
=
\(q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
9, &q21)
f (&q36, &q54) f (&q72, &q108) +
(q15; q15) (q30; q30)2 (q
180; q180) f (&q24, &q36)
_(q6 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q9, &q81) f (&q45, &q45)2
&q3 f (&q39, &q51) f (&q15, &q75)2)
&q3
(q90; q90)4 f (q
9, q21) f (&q9, &q21) f (&q36, &q54)
(q30; q30)2 (q
45; q45)
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_( f (&q39, &q51) f (&q45, &q45)
&q3 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q45, &q45)
+q12 f (&q9, &q81) f (&q15, &q75))
&q9
(q15; q15) (q180; q180)2 f (&q
9, &q21) f (&q36, &q54)
(q30; q30)2 (q
45; q45) (q90; q90)2
_(&f (&q15, &q75) f (&q39, &q51)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q9 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q3 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q39, &q51)2).




60 ’15, 3 ’30, 6 ’
2
30, 9 ’60, 24
’590
,
and applying (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), we have completed the proof.
2.7. Proofs of Four Theta Function Identities (II)
In this section, we will prove four eta function identities. Then we will
derive four theta function identities from these four eta function identities.





180 ’15, 3’15, 6’30, 3’45, 15’180, 60’180, 36
=’9’18’330 ’60’90’
5
180 ’9, 3 ’18, 6’60, 6’
2











45, 15 ’60, 12’180, 90 . (2.7.1)
Proof. For 1i3, let f 5i be the product of eta functions in each of the
3 products in (2.7.1), and g5i be the product of the generalized eta functions
in each of the 3 products in (2.7.1). Each f 5i is the product of 12 eta func-
tions, and by Lemma 2.6.4 and a straightforward calculation, each f 5i is a
modular form of weight 6 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system "5 , where
for A=( ac
b
d ) # 11 (180),
"5 (A)=\ 2|d | + ‘ (118) c(a&ad 2&b)+15bd+3(d&1)24 .
By Theorem 2.6.7 and a straightforward calculation, each g5i is a modular
form of weight 0 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system I. Therefore, each
f 5i g
5
i is a modular form of weight 6 on 11 (180) with multiplier system "5 .
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By Lemma 2.6.5, [1(1): 11 (180)]=20736. Let F5 denote the difference
of the left and right sides of (2.7.1). Applying Theorem 2.6.3 (the valence
formula), for a fundamental region R for 11 (180), we deduce that, for F5 ,
:
z # R
Ord11 (180) (F5 ; z)=
6 } 20736
12
=10368ord(F5 ; ), (2.7.2)
since both sides of (2.7.1) are analytic on R. Using Mathematica, we
calculated the Taylor series of F5 about q=0 (or about the cusp z=)
and found that F5=O(q10369). Unless F5 is a constant, we have contradic-
tions to (2.7.2). We thus have completed the proof.
Theorem 2.7.2. For z # H,




60 ’3, 1’5, 1’
2





60 ’5, 2 ’10, 4’15, 5’30, 6’
2







60 ’5, 1’10, 4 ’15, 5 ’30, 6’30, 3’30, 15’30, 8’30, 12’60, 6











6, 2 ’30, 6’30, 3’30, 15’30, 2’30, 12







180 ’3, 1’5, 1 ’
2
6, 2 ’10, 4’15, 5 ’30, 3’30, 6’30, 5’30, 2’30, 8’60, 6











3, 1 ’5, 1 ’
2
6, 2 ’10, 4’15, 5’30, 4’30, 6’30, 6’30, 2’30, 8’60, 6
_’60, 4 ’60, 30’60, 16 ’490, 30 ’180, 12’
3
180, 60 . (2.7.3)
Proof. For 1i6, let f 6i be the product of eta functions in each of the
6 products in (2.7.3), and g6i be the product of the generalized eta functions
in each of the 6 products in (2.7.3). Each f 6i is the product of 12 eta func-
tions, and by Lemma 2.6.4 and a straightforward calculation, each f 6i is a
modular form of weight 6 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system "6 , where
for A=( ac
b
d ) # 11 (180),
"6 (A)=\ 1|d | + ‘18bd+3(d&1)24 .
By Theorem 2.6.7 and a straightforward calculation, each g6i is a modular
form of weight 0 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system I. Therefore, each
f 6i g
6
i is a modular form of weight 6 on 11 (180) with multiplier system "6 .
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Let F6 denote the difference of the left and right sides of (2.7.3). Applying
Theorem 2.6.3 (the valence formula), for a fundamental region R for
11 (180), we deduce that, for F6 ,
:
z # R
Ord11 (180) (F6 ; z)=
6 } 20736
12
=10368ord(F6 ; ), (2.7.4)
since both sides of (2.7.3) are analytic on R. Using Mathematica, we
calculated the Taylor series of F6 about q=0 (or about the cusp z=)
and found that F6=O(q10369). Unless F6 is a constant, we have contradic-
tions to (2.7.4). We therefore have completed the proof.









15, 3 ’15, 6 ’90, 30 ’180, 60’60, 12’
2
60, 6 ’45, 18’90, 36









45, 15 ’90, 30









45, 15 ’90, 30









45, 15 ’90, 30







90 ’180’15, 3’18, 6 ’180, 45’180, 60’30, 12’45, 18’90, 36’90, 21





+’90, 45’290, 3 ’
2













180, 60 ’30, 12
_’45, 18’90, 36’90, 21’90, 39
_’180, 66’180, 6’60, 12’230, 3 ’60, 15 ’90, 15 ’60, 6’90, 18 (&’
2
90, 15 ’90, 33
+’290, 45 ’90, 27+’
2





90 ’180’15, 3’60, 15’30, 12 ’45, 18’90, 36’90, 21’90, 39
_’180, 66’180, 6’60, 12’430, 3 ’60, 15 ’90, 15 ’90, 18’180, 30 (’90, 15’90, 27
&’90, 45’90, 3+’90, 45’90, 33). (2.7.5)
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Proof. For 1i13, let f 7i be the product of eta functions in each of
the 13 products in (2.7.5), and g7i be the product of the generalized eta
functions in each of the 13 products in (2.7.5). Each f 7i is the product of 14
eta functions, and by Theorem 2.6.4 and a straightforward calculation, each
f 7i is a modular form of weight 7 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system "7 ,
where for A=( ac
b
d ) # 11 (180),
"7 (A)=\ 2|d | + ‘ (19) c(a&ad 2&b)+15bd+3(d&1)24 .
By Theorem 2.6.7 and a straightforward calculation, each g7i is a modular
form of weight 0 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system I. Therefore, each
f 7i g
7
i is a modular form of weight 7 on 11 (180) with multiplier system "7 .
Let F7 denote the difference of the left and right sides of (2.7.5). Applying
Theorem 2.6.3 (the valence formula), for a fundamental region R for
11 (180), we deduce that for F7 ,
:
z # R
Ord11(180) (F7 ; z)=
7 } 20736
12
=13096ord(F7 ; ), (2.7.6)
since both sides of (2.7.5) are analytic on R. Using Mathematica, we
calculated the Taylor series of F7 about q=0 (or about the cusp z=)
and found that F7=O(q13097). Unless F7 is a constant, we have contradic-
tions to (2.7.6). We thus have completed the proof.











12, 3 ’9, 3’15, 6 ’180, 60’
2















9, 3 ’90, 30
_’3180, 60 ’30, 12’60, 12 ’
3
60, 15 ’90, 15
















15, 3 ’12, 3’9, 3
_’18, 6 ’90, 30’180, 60 ’30, 12’330, 3 ’60, 15
_’90, 18’180, 36 (&’290, 15 ’90, 33+’
2











180, 60 ’30, 12’60, 12
_’230, 3 ’60, 6’60, 15’
2
90, 15 ’90, 18
_(’90, 15’90, 27&’90, 45’90, 3+’90, 45’90, 33). (2.7.7)
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Proof. For 1i10, let f 8i be the product of eta functions in each of
the 10 products in (2.7.7), and g8i be the product of the generalized eta
functions in each of the 10 products in (2.7.7). Each f 8i is the product of 14
eta functions, and by Theorem 2.6.4 and a straightforward calculation, each
f 8i is a modular form of weight 7 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system "8 ,
where for A=( ac
b
d ) # 11 (180),
"8 (A)=\ 2|d | + ‘ (1118) c(a&ad 2&b)+6bd+3(d&1)24 .
By Theorem 2.6.7 and a straightforward calculation, each g8i is a modular
form of weight 0 on 11 (180) with the multiplier system I. Therefore, each
f 8i g
8
i is a modular form of weight 7 on 11 (180) with multiplier system "8 .
Let F8 denote the difference of the left and right sides of (2.7.7). Applying
Theorem 2.6.3 (the valence formula), for a fundamental region R for
11 (180), we deduce that, for F8 ,
:
z # R
Ord11 (180) (F8 ; z)=
7 } 20736
12
=13096ord(F8 ; ), (2.7.8)
since both sides of (2.7.7) are analytic on R. Using Mathematica, we
calculated the Taylor series of F8 about q=0 (or about the cusp z=)
and found that F8=O(q13097). Unless F8 is a constant, we have contradic-
tions to (2.7.8). We thus have completed the proof.
We will derive four theta function identities from (2.7.1), (2.7.3), (2.7.5),
and (2.7.7).
Theorem 2.7.5. If |q|<1, then
2q3
(q30; q30)2 (q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
36, &q144)
(q15; q15) (q180; q180) f (&q12, &q48)
=
(q30; q30)4 f (q
3, q27) f (&q45, &q45)
(q15; q15)2
&(q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q27) f (&q90, &q90).




60 ’180’30, 3 ’60, 12
’230
,
and applying (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), we have completed the proof.
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Theorem 2.7.6. If |q|<1, then
&q&2
f (&q3, &q27)2 f (&q12, &q18) f (&q15, &q45)
f (&q6, &q54)2 f (&q30, &q60)4
_
\ f (&q
7, &q23) f (&q13, &q17) f (&q5, &q25)
f (&q10, &q20) f (&q22, &q38) f (&q2, &q58)+
f (&q4, &q26) f (&q14, &q16)
=
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)




q2 f (q5, q15) f (q3, q27) \&
f (q5, q25) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q8, &q52)
f (&q2, &q28) f (&q4, &q56)
+q2
f (q5, q25) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q28, &q32)
f (&q8, &q22) f (&q16, &q44)
&q5
f (q15, q15) f (&q48, &q132)
f (&q12, &q18)
+q17
f (q15, q15) f (&q12, &q168)
f (&q12, &q18) + .





60 ’5, 1’10, 2’10, 4’15, 5 ’30, 6’
2
60, 6 ’60, 4’60, 16 ,
and applying (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), we have completed the proof.
Theorem 2.7.7. If |q|<1, then
&q3
(q3; q3) (q9; q9)2 (q
30; q30) (q60; q60)
(q6; q6) (q18; q18) f (&q12, &q18)
=
(q45; q45) (q90; q90) f (&q9, &q36)
f (&q18, &q27) f (&q36, &q54)
q9 (q60; q60)
+q18 \q6 (q
90; q90)3 f (q
21, q69) f (&q12, &q168)
f (q45, q135) f (&q36, &q54) f (q33, q57)
&
(q90; q90)3 f (q
39, q51) f (&q48, &q132)
q18 f (q45, q135) f (&q36, &q54) f (q3, q87)+
+
f (&q3, &q27)2 f (&q15, &q45)
(q30; q30)4 f (&q
6, &q54)2
_{\
(q45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
15, &q75)
f (&q18, &q72) f (&q36, &q144) +
\(q
15; q15) (q30; q30) (q90; q90)3
(q180; q180) f (&q12, &q48) +
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_( f (&q45, &q45) f (&q33, &q57)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
+q18 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
&q21 f (&q15, &q75) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q33, &q57)2)
&q6
f (&q3, &q27) f (q3, q27) f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72)
(q15; q15)2
_(&q9 f (&q33, &q57) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q27, &q63) f (&q45, &q45)2
+q18 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q15, &q75)2)
+q15
\(q
60; q60) f (&q3, &q27)2 f (&q15, &q75)
f (&q18, &q72) f (&q30, &q150) +
(q30; q30)3
_(q6 f (&q27, &q63) f (&q15, &q75)
&q9 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q45, &q45)
+ f (&q33, &q57) f (&q45, &q45))= .







60 ’30, 12’45, 18’
2
60, 6
’60, 12’90, 36 ’90, 21’90, 39’180, 66’180, 6 ,
and applying (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), we have completed the proof.




30; q30) (q60; q60)
(q6; q6)2 (q
9; q9) f (&q12, &q18)
=q4
f (&q3, &q27)3 f (&q15, &q45)
(q30; q30)4 f (&q
6, &q54)2
_{q3 (q
60; q60) f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72) f (&q30, &q150)
(q30; q30)2 (q
90; q90)3
_( f (&q45, &q45) f (&q33, &q57)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
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+q18 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
&q21 f (&q15, &q75) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q33, &q57)2)
+
(q45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
18, &q72) f (&q36, &q144)
(q15; q15) (q30; q30)2 (q
180; q180) f (&q12, &q48)
_(&q9 f (&q33, &q57) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q27, &q63) f (&q45, &q45)2
+q18 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q15, &q75)2)
&
f (q3, q27) f (&q15, &q75)2 f (&q18, &q72)
(q15; q15)2
_(q12 f (&q27, &q63) f (&q15, &q75)
&q15 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q45, &q45)
+q6 f (&q33, &q57) f (&q45, &q45))= .












15, 3 ’30, 12 ’
2
60, 6 ’60, 12
’180
,
and applying (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), we have completed the proof.
3. PROOF OF THE THIRD IDENTITY
We will use (2.5.42) and (2.5.45) but need several further theorems to
prove (1.7).
Theorem 3.1. If 0<|q|<1 and x is neither zero nor an integral power
of q, then
f (&x3q, &x&3q2)+xf (&x3q2, &x&3q)=
(q; q) f (&x2, &x&2q)
f (&x, &x&1q)
.
Proof. See Theorem 1.0 in [H1, p. 643].
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Theorem 3.2. If | is any primitive third root of unity, then
q2
1&|
(q10; q10)3 f (|q, |
2q9) f (&|q12, &|2q8)




(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q, |q9) f (&|2q12, &|q8)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q4, &q6) f (|2q7, |q3)
=
(q30; q30)3
qf (q5, q15) f (q9, q21)\
f (q15, q15) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q24, &q36)
f (&q6, &q24) f (&q12, &q48)
&q9
f (q5, q25) f (&q6, &q24) f (&q10, &q20)2 f (&q36, &q144)
f (&q2, &q8) f (&q30, &q60)3
&q
f (q5, q25) f (&q84, &q96)
f (&q4, &q26)
+q15
f (q5, q25) f (&q24, &q156)
f (&q14, &q16) + .











Now, replacing q, x, and y by q10, &|2q3, and q6, respectively, in Lemma
2.3.2, and applying (3.1), we find that
(q10; q10)3 f (|q, |
2q9)







Separating the right hand side of (3.2) according to the residue classes
n#0 (mod 3), n#1 (mod 3), and n#2 (mod 3), we find that the right

















By the definition of f (a, b),




Separating the right hand side of (3.4) according to the residue classes
n#0 (mod 3), n#1 (mod 3), and n#2 (mod 3), we find that the right













By (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5),
q2
1&|
(q10; q10)3 f (|q, |
2q9) f (&|q12, &|2q8)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q4, &q6) f (|q7, |2q3)
=
1


























(&1)n q90n2+114n+ . (3.6)
And, replacing | by |2 in (3.6), we find that
q2
1&|2
(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q, |q9) f (&|2q12, &|q8)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q4, &q6) f (|2q7, |q3)
=
1


























(&1)n q90n2+114n+ . (3.7)
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Adding (3.6) and (3.7), applying Lemma 2.3.2, and using (1.10) and
Lemma 2.1.1(iv) several times, we find that
q2
1&|
(q10; q10)3 f (|q, |
2q9) f (&|q12, &|2q8)




(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q, |q9) f (&|2q12, &|q8)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q4, &q6) f (|2q7, |q3)
=
1


























































qf (q5, q15) \
(q30; q30)3 f (q
15, q15)
f (q9, q21) f (&q6, &q24)
f (&q84, &q96)
&q9
(q30; q30)3 f (q
5, q25)
f (q9, q21) f (&q14, &q16)
f (&q36, &q144)
+q15
(q30; q30)3 f (q
5, q25)






30; q30)3 f (q
15, q15)
f (q9, q21) f (&q6, &q24)
f (&q24, &q156)
+q11
(q30; q30)3 f (q
5, q25)
f (q9, q21) f (&q14, &q16)
f (&q36, &q144)
+q
(q30; q30)3 f (q
5, q25)









( f (&q84, &q96)+q12 f (&q24, &q156))













f (&q24, &q156)= . (3.8)
Replacing q and x by q60 and q12, respectively, in Theorem 3.1, we find
that
f (&q84, &q96)+q12 f (&q24, &q156)=













f (&q4, &q26) f (&q14, &q16)
( f (&q14, &q16)+q2 f (&q4, &q26))
=
f (q5, q25)
f (&q4, &q26) f (&q14, &q16)
f (&q10, &q20) f (&q4, &q6)
f (&q2, &q8)
=
f (q5, q25) f (&q6, &q24) f (&q10, &q20)
f (&q4, &q6) f (&q30, &q60)3
_
f (&q10, &q20) f (&q4, &q6)
f (&q2, &q8)
. (3.10)
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By (3.9) and (3.10), the right hand side of (3.8) equals
(q30; q30)3
qf (q5, q15) f (q9, q21)
_\ f (q
15, q15) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q24, &q36)
f (&q6, &q24) f (&q12, &q48)
&q9
f (q5, q25) f (&q6, &q24) f (&q10, &q20)2










We thus have completed the proof.
Theorem 3.3. If n is a positive integer, 0<|q|<1, and neither x nor z
is 0 or an integral power of q, then
(q; q)3 f (&zx, &z
&1x&1q) f (&xn, &x&nqn)
(qn; qn)3 f (&x, &x




xk f (&zxnqk, &z&1x&nqn&k)
f (&zqk, &z&1qn&k)
.
Proof. See Theorem 1.1 in [AH, p. 66].
Theorem 3.4.
f (&q, &q29) f (&q11, &q19)
f (&q2, &q28) f (&q8, &q22)
=
f (&q9, &q21) f (&q15, &q75)(q90; q90)3
f (&q6, &q84) f (&q24, &q66)(q30; q30)5
_( f (&q39, &q51) f (&q45, &q45)
&q3 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q45, &q45)
+q12 f (&q9, &q81) f (&q15, &q75))
+q
f (&q15, &q75)
f (&q6, &q84) f (&q24, &q66)(q30; q30)4
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_(& f (&q15, &q75) f (&q39, &q51)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q9 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q3 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q39, &q51)2)
+q2
f (&q9, &q21)(q90; q90)3
f (&q6, &q84) f (&q24, &q66)(q30; q30)5
_(q6 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q9, &q81) f (&q45, &q45)2
&q3 f (&q39, &q51) f (&q15, &q75)2).
Proof. Replacing q, n, x, and z by q30, 3, q2, and q9, respectively, in
Theorem 3.3, and multiplying both sides of Theorem 3.3 by f (&q9, &q21)
_(q90; q90)3 ( f (&q




f (&q9, &q21)(q90; q90)3








q4 f (&q15, &q75)
f (&q21, &q69) + .
(3.11)
Also, replacing q, n, x, and z by q30, 3, q22, and q9, respectively, in Theorem
3.3, multiplying both sides of Theorem 3.3 by f (&q9, &q21)(q90; q90)3 




f (&q9, &q21)(q90; q90)3









f (&q21, &q69)+ .
(3.12)
By (1.10), we can easily verify that
f (&q9, &q81) f (&q39, &q51) f (&q69, &q21)
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Multiplying (3.11) and (3.12), applying (3.13), and using (1.10), we have
completed the proof.
Theorem 3.5.
f (&q10, &q20) f (&q5, &q25) f (&q14, &q46) f (&q26, &q34)
=
(q30; q30)2 (q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
72, &q108)
(q15; q15) (q180; q180) f (&q24, &q36)
&q10
(q30; q30)2 (q





90; q90)2 f (q
9, q21)
(q15; q15) (q45; q45)
.
Proof. Replacing a, b, c, and d by &q5, &q25, q9, and q21, respectively,
in Theorem 2.1.2(i), we find that
f (&q14, &q46) f (&q26, &q34)
=
f (&q5, &q25) f (q9, q21)+ f (q5, q25) f (&q9, &q21)
2
. (3.14)
Now, we need two identities. Using (1.10), applying Theorem 2.5.10 with
q, n, and x replaced by q10, 3, and q5, respectively, applying Theorem 2.5.10
with q, n, and x replaced by q20, 3, and q10, respectively, and applying
Lemma 2.1.1(iv), we find that
(q10; q10) f (&q5, &q25)2
=(q10; q10) \ (q
5; q5) (q30; q30)2














( f (&q45, &q45)&2q5 f (&q15, &q75)) (3.15)
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and
(q10; q10) f (&q5, &q25) f (q5, q25)




(q10; q10) (q60; q60)2
(q20; q20) (q30; q30)
(q30; q30)2
(q60; q60)
=(q30; q30) (q60; q60)
(q10; q10)2
(q20; q20)
=(q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q10, &q10)
=(q30; q30) (q60; q60) ( f (&q90, &q90)&2q10 f (&q30, &q150)).
(3.16)
Therefore, by (1.10), (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), and Theorem 2.6.12,
f (&q10, &q20) f (&q5, &q25) f (&q14, &q46) f (&q26, &q34)
= f (&q10, &q20) f (&q5, &q25)
_





(q30; q30)4 f (q
9, q21)
(q15; q15)2




(q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q9, &q21)




(q30; q30)4 f (q





(q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q9, &q21) f (&q90, &q90)
&q5
(q30; q30)4 f (q
9, q21) f (&q15, &q75)
(q15; q15)2
&q10 (q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q9, &q21) f (&q30, &q150)
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=
(q30; q30)2 (q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
72, &q108)
(q15; q15) (q180; q180) f (&q24, &q36)
&q5
(q30; q30)3 (q
90; q90)2 f (q
9, q21)
(q15; q15) (q45; q45)
&q10
(q30; q30)2 (q






30; q30) f (&q3, &q15)
(q18; q18)3 f (&q
6, &q24)
+q
(q9; q9) (q30; q30) f (&q3, &q15)2
(q18; q18)2 f (&q
6, &q24)
=
(q3; q3) f (q, q3) f (&q12, &q18)
(q6; q6) f (q3, q9)
.
Proof. Replacing q and x by q6 and q, respectively, in Theorem 3.1, we
find that
f (&q9, &q9)+qf (&q3, &q15)=
(q6; q6) f (&q2, &q4)
f (&q, &q5)
. (3.17)
Then, by (1.10) and (3.17),
(q9; q9)3 (q
30; q30) f (&q3, &q15)
(q18; q18)3 f (&q
6, &q24)
+q
(q9; q9) (q30; q30) f (&q3, &q15)2
(q18; q18)2 f (&q
6, &q24)
=
(q9; q9) (q30; q30) f (&q3, &q15)






(q9; q9) (q30; q30) f (&q3, &q15)
(q18; q18)2 f (&q
6, &q24)
( f (&q9, &q9)+qf (&q3, &q15))
=
(q9; q9) (q30; q30) f (&q3, &q15)
(q18; q18)2 f (&q
6, &q24)
(q6; q6) f (&q2, &q4)
f (&q, &q5)
=
(q2; q2) (q3; q3) (q30; q30)
f (&q, &q5) f (&q6, &q24)
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=




(q; q) (q6; q6)2
=





(q3; q3) f (q, q3) f (&q12, &q18)
(q6; q6) f (q3, q9)
.
We are now ready to prove the first main identity.






(q3; q3) f (q, q3) f (&q12, &q18)
(q6; q6) f (q3, q9)
.



















































































Replacing z5q4 by z in (2.5.42) and using (3.18), we find that











+b1 (q) f (z, z&1q20)+2qB(zq&4, q, q5). (3.19)
Replacing q and z by q9 and &q60, respectively, in (3.19), replacing n by













+b1 (q9)(q60; q60)+2q9B(&q24, q9, q45). (3.20)
Replacing q and z by q9 and &q120, respectively, in (3.19), replacing n by













+b1 (q9)(q60; q60)+2q9B(&q84, q9, q45). (3.21)
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Adding (3.20) and (3.21), dividing by 2, and applying Lemma 2.1.1(iv),












































(q45; q45) (q90; q90) f (&q18, &q27)
f (&q18, &q72) f (&q9, &q36)
(q60; q60)
+q9 \q9 (q
90; q90)3 f (q
3, q87) f (&q24, &q156)
f (q45, q135) f (&q18, &q72) f (q21, q69)
+
(q90; q90)3 f (q
33, q57) f (&q84, &q96)
q9 f (q45, q135) f (&q18, &q72) f (q39, q51)+ . (3.22)
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So, by (2.5.6),




















































Replacing z5q8 by z in (2.5.45) and using (3.23), we find that










&b2 (q) qf (z, z&1q20)&2q2B(zq&8, q2, q5). (3.24)
If | is a primitive cube root of unity, then
f (&|, &|2q20)=(|; q20) (|2q20; q20) (q20; q20)
=(1&|)(q60; q60) . (3.25)
So, replacing z by &| in (3.24), and applying (2.5.4), (2.5.12), (1.10), and







































(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)





(q10; q10)3 f (|q, |
2q9) f (&|q12, &|2q8)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q4, &q6) f (|q7, |2q3)
.
(3.26)


















(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)





(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q, |q9) f (&|2q12, &|q8)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q4, &q6) f (|2q7, |q3)
.
(3.27)
Separating terms in (3.26) and (3.27) according to their residue classes























































































































































































































































































Adding (3.26) and (3.27), dividing by 2, and using the six identities above,
we find that





































(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)





(q10; q10)3 f (|q, |
2q9) f (&|q12, &|2q8)




(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q, |q9) f (&|2q12, &|q8)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q4, &q6) f (|2q7, |q3)
.
(3.28)
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Now, applying Theorem 3.2, Theorem 2.6.13, Theorem 3.4, and Theorem
3.5, we can verify that
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)





(q10; q10)3 f (|q, |
2q9) f (&|q12, &|2q8)




(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q, |q9) f (&|2q12, &|q8)
q3f (q5, q15) f (&q4, &q6) f (|2q7, |q3)
=
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q, &q4)




qf (q5, q15) f (q9, q21) \
f (q15, q15) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q24, &q36)
f (&q6, &q24) f (&q12, &q48)
&q9
f (q5, q25) f (&q6, &q24) f (&q10, &q20)2 f (&q36, &q144)
f (&q2, &q8) f (&q30, &q60)3
&q
f (q5, q25) f (&q84, &q96)
f (&q4, &q26)
+q15
f (q5, q25) f (&q24, &q156)
f (&q14, &q16) +
=q&1
f (&q6, &q24) f (&q9, &q21)2 f (&q15, &q45)
f (&q18, &q42)2 f (&q30, &q60)4
_
\ f (&q, &q
29) f (&q5, &q25) f (&q10, &q20)
f (&q11, &q19) f (&q14, &q46) f (&q26, &q34)+
f (&q2, &q28) f (&q8, &q22)
=q&1
f (&q6, &q24) f (&q9, &q21)2 f (&q15, &q45)
f (&q18, &q42)2 f (&q30, &q60)4
_{ f (&q
9, &q21) f (&q15, &q75)(q90; q90)3
f (&q6, &q84) f (&q24, &q66)(q30; q30)5
_( f (&q39, &q51) f (&q45, &q45)




f (&q6, &q84) f (&q24, &q66)(q30; q30)4
_(& f (&q15, &q75) f (&q39, &q51)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q9 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q3 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q39, &q51)2)
+q2
f (&q9, &q21)(q90; q90)3
f (&q6, &q84) f (&q24, &q66)(q30; q30)5
_(q6 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q9, &q81) f (&q45, &q45)2
&q3 f (&q39, &q51) f (&q15, &q75)2)=
_{(q
30; q30)2 (q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
72, &q108)
(q15; q15) (q180; q180) f (&q24, &q36)
&q10
(q30; q30)2 (q





90; q90)2 f (q
9, q21)
(q15; q15) (q45; q45) = . (3.29)
By (1.10),












(q15; q15) (q90; q90)2
(q30; q30) (q45; q45)
. (3.32)
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Using the identities (3.28) and (3.29) twice, (3.30), (3.31), and (3.32) and


























































































(q180; q180)2 f (&q
9, &q21)4 f (&q15, &q75)
f (&q15, &q45) f (&q36, &q54) +
(q30; q30)6 (q
90; q90) f (&q18, &q42)2
_( f (&q39, &q51) f (&q45, &q45)
&q3 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q45, &q45)
+q12 f (&q9, &q81) f (&q15, &q75))
&
(q15; q15) (q60; q60)4 f (&q
9, &q21)2 f (&q36, &q54) f (&q72, &q108)
(q30; q30)7 (q
90; q90) (q180; q180) f (&q18, &q42)2 f (&q24, &q36)
_(& f (&q15, &q75) f (&q39, &q51)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q9 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q3 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q39, &q51)2)
+q6
(q60; q60) (q90; q90)2 f (&q
9, &q21)3f (q9, q21) f (&q36, &q54)
(q30; q30)6 (q
45; q45) f (&q18, &q42)2
_(q6 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q15, &q75)2+ f (&q9, &q81) f (&q45, &q45)2
&q3 f (&q39, &q51) f (&q15, &q75)2) =
&q
f (&q9, &q21)2 f (&q15, &q45)
(q30; q30)4 f (&q
18, &q42)2
_{(q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
9, &q21) f (&q36, &q54) f (&q72, &q108)
(q15; q15) (q30; q30)2 (q
180; q180) f (&q24, &q36)
_(q6 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q9, &q81) f (&q45, &q45)2
&q3 f (&q39, &q51) f (&q15, &q75)2)
&q3
(q90; q90)4 f (q
9, q21) f (&q9, &q21) f (&q36, &q54)
(q30; q30)2 (q
45; q45)
_( f (&q39, &q51) f (&q45, &q45)&q3 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q45, &q45)
+q12 f (&q9, &q81) f (&q15, &q75))
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&q9
(q15; q15) (q180; q180)2 f (&q
9, &q21) f (&q36, &q54)
(q30; q30)2 (q
45; q45) (q90; q90)2
_(& f (&q15, &q75) f (&q39, &q51)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q9 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q21, &q69)2






















(q180; q180)2 f (&q
9, &q21)4 f (&q15, &q75)
f (&q15, &q45) f (&q36, &q54) +
(q30; q30)6 (q
90; q90) f (&q18, &q42)2
_( f (&q39, &q51) f (&q45, &q45)
&q3 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q45, &q45)
+q12 f (&q9, &q81) f (&q15, &q75))
&
(q15; q15) (q60; q60)4 f (&q
9, &q21)2 f (&q36, &q54) f (&q72, &q108)
(q30; q30)7 (q
90; q90) (q180; q180) f (&q18, &q42)2 f (&q24, &q36)
_(& f (&q15, &q75) f (&q39, &q51)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q9 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q3 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q39, &q51)2)
+q6
(q60; q60) (q90; q90)2 f (&q
9, &q21)3 f (q9, q21) f (&q36, &q54)
(q30; q30)6 (q
45; q45) f (&q18, &q42)2
_(q6 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q15, &q75)2+ f (&q9, &q81) f (&q45, &q45)2
&q3 f (&q39, &q51) f (&q15, &q75)2) ]
&q
(q9; q9) (q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q15)2




To complete the proof, we need to modify the four sums in (3.33). Replac-
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Using (1.10), (3.22), (3.33), the four identities above, Theorem 2.6.14, and














































(q45; q45) (q90; q90) f (&q18, &q27)
f (&q18, &q72) f (&q9, &q36)
(q60; q60)
+q9 \q9 (q
90; q90)3 f (q
3, q87) f (&q24, &q156)
f (q45, q135) f (&q18, &q72) f (q21, q69)
+
(q90; q90)3 f (q
33, q57) f (&q84, &q96)
q9 f (q45, q135) f (&q18, &q72) f (q39, q51)+
+{q9 \
(q180; q180)2 f (&q
9, &q21)4 f (&q15, &q75)
f (&q15, &q45) f (&q36, &q54) +
(q30; q30)6 (q
90; q90) f (&q18, &q42)2
_( f (&q39, &q51) f (&q45, &q45)
&q3 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q45, &q45)
+q12 f (&q9, &q81) f (&q15, &q75))
&
(q15; q15) (q60; q60)4 f (&q
9, &q21)2 f (&q36, &q54) f (&q72, &q108)
(q30; q30)7 (q
90; q90) (q180; q180) f (&q18, &q42)2 f (&q24, &q36)
_(& f (&q15, &q75) f (&q39, &q51)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q9 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q21, &q69)2
+q3 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q9, &q81)2 f (&q39, &q51)2)
+q6
(q60; q60) (q90; q90)2 f (&q
9, &q21)3 f (q9, q21) f (&q36, &q54)
(q30; q30)6(q
45; q45) f (&q18, &q42)2
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_(q6 f (&q21, &q69) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q9, &q81) f (&q45, &q45)2
&q3 f (&q39, &q51) f (&q15, &q75)2) ]
+q
(q9; q9) (q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q15)2








30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q15)
(q18; q18)3 f (&q
6, &q24)
+q
(q9; q9) (q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q15)2
(q18; q18)2 f (&q
6, &q24)
=
(q3; q3) (q60; q60) f (q, q3) f (&q12, &q18)
(q6; q6) f (q3, q9)
. (3.34)
Dividing both sides of (3.34) by (q60; q60) , we complete the proof of
Theorem 3.7.
4. PROOF OF THE FOURTH IDENTITY





(q10; q10)3 f (|q
3, |2q7) f (&|q16, &|2q4)




(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q3, |q7) f (&|2q16, &|q4)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q2, &q8) f (|2q, |q9)
=
(q30; q30)3
q2 f (q5, q15) f (q3, q27) \&
f (q5, q25) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q8, &q52)
f (&q2, &q28) f (&q4, &q56)
+q2
f (q5, q25) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q28, &q32)
f (&q8, &q22) f (&q16, &q44)
&q5
f (q15, q15) f (&q48, &q132)
f (&q12, &q18)
+q17
f (q15, q15) f (&q12, &q168)
f (&q12, &q18) + .
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Proof. Replacing q, x, and y by q10, &|q, and q2, respectively, in
Lemma 2.3.2 and applying (3.1), we find that
(q10; q10)3 f (|q
3, |2q7)







Separating the right hand side of (4.1) according to the residue classes
n#0 (mod 3), n#1 (mod 3), and n#2 (mod 3), we find that the right

















By the definition of f (a, b),
f (&|2q4, &|q16)= :

n=&
(&1)n q10n(n&1) (|2q4)n. (4.3)
Separating the right hand side of (4.3) according to the residue classes
n#0 (mod 3), n#1 (mod 3), and n#2 (mod 3), we find that the right















(q10; q10)3 f (|q
3, |2q7) f (&|2q4, &|q16)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q2, &q8) f (|q, |2q9)
=
|

























(&1)n q90n2+102n+28+ . (4.5)
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Replacing | by |2 in (4.5), we find that
q|2
1&|2
(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q3, |q7) f (&|q4, &|2q16)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q2, &q8) f (|2q, |q9)
=
|2


























(&1)n q90n2+102n+28+ . (4.6)
Adding (4.5) and (4.6), applying Lemma 2.3.2 with x, y and q replaced by
&q3, q2 and q30, with x, y and q replaced by &q3, q12 and q30 and with




(q10; q10)3 f (|q
3, |2q7) f (&|2q4, &|q16)




(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q3, |q7) f (&|q4, &|2q16)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q2, &q8) f (|2q, |q9)
=&
1
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=
1
q2 f (q5, q15) \&
(q30; q30)3 f (q
5, q25)
f (q3, q27) f (&q2, &q28)
f (&q72, &q108)
&q5
(q30; q30)3 f (q
15, q15)
f (q3, q27) f (&q12, &q18)
f (&q48, &q132)
+q18
(q30; q30)3 f (q
5, q25)




q2 f (q5, q15) \&q4
(q30; q30)3 f (q
5, q25)
f (q3, q27) f (&q2, &q28)
f (&q48, &q132)
+q17
(q30; q30)3 f (q
15, q15)
f (q3, q27) f (&q12, &q18)
f (&q12, &q168)
+q2
(q30; q30)3 f (q
5, q25)












( f (&q72, &q108)+q16 f (&q12, &q168))
&q5
f (q15, q15) f (&q48, &q132)
f (&q12, &q18)
+q17
f (q15, q15) f (&q12, &q168)
f (&q12, &q18) = .
(4.7)
Replacing q and x by q60 and q4, respectively, in Theorem 3.1, we find that
f (&q72, &q108)+q4 f (&q48, &q132)=




Also, replacing q and x by q60 and q16, respectively, in Theorem 3.1, we
find that
f (&q72, &q108)+q16 f (&q12, &q168)=





By (4.8) and (4.9), the right hand side of (4.7) equals
(q30; q30)3
q2f (q5, q15) f (q3, q27) \&
f (q5, q25) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q8, &q52)
f (&q2, &q28) f (&q4, &q56)
+q2
f (q5, q25) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q28, &q32)
f (&q8, &q22) f (&q16, &q44)
&q5
f (q15, q15) f (&q48, &q132)
f (&q12, &q18)
+q17
f (q15, q15) f (&q12, &q168)
f (&q12, &q18) + .
We thus have completed the proof.
Theorem 4.2.
f (&q7, &q23) f (&q17, &q13)
f (&q4, &q26) f (&q14, &q16)
=
f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72)
f (&q12, &q18)(q30; q30)3 (q
90; q90)3
_( f (&q45, &q45) f (&q33, &q57)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
+q18 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
&q21 f (&q15, &q75) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q33, &q57)2)
+q
f (&q3, &q27) f (&q18, &q72)
f (&q12, &q18)(q30; q30)4
_(&q12 f (&q15, &q75)2 f (&q33, &q57)
+q3 f (&q45, &q45)2 f (&q27, &q63)
+q21 f (&q15, &q75)2 f (&q3, &q87))
+q2
f (&q3, &q27) f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72)
f (&q12, &q18)(q30; q30)4
_(q12 f (&q27, &q63) f (&q15, &q75)
&q15 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q45, &q45)
+q6 f (&q33, &q57) f (&q45, &q45)).
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Proof. Replacing q, n, x, and z by q30, 3, q4, and q3, respectively, in
Theorem 3.3, and multiplying both sides of Theorem 3.3 by f (&q3, &q27)
_(q90; q90)3 ( f (&q




f (&q3, &q27)(q90; q90)3





q4 f (&q45, &q45)
f (&q33, &q57)
+
q8 f (&q15, &q75)
f (&q27, &q63) + .
(4.10)
Also, replacing q, n, x, and z by q30, 3, q14, and q3, respectively, in Theorem
3.3, multiplying both sides of Theorem 3.3 by f (&q3, &q27)(q90; q90)3 




f (&q3, &q27)(q90; q90)3









f (&q27, &q63)+ .
(4.11)
By (1.10), we can easily verify that
f (&q3, &q87) f (&q33, &q57) f (&q63, &q27)





f (&q12, &q78) f (&q42, &q48) f (&q72, &q18)




Multiplying (4.10) and (4.11), applying (4.12) and (4.13) and using (1.10)
several times, we have completed the proof.
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Theorem 4.3.
f (&q10, &q20) f (&q5, &q25) f (&q22, &q38) f (&q2, &q58)
=
(q30; q30)2 (q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
36, &q144)
(q15; q15) (q180; q180) f (&q12, &q48)
&q2
(q30; q30)4 f (q
3, q27) f (&q15, &q75)
(q15; q15)2
+q7 (q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q27) f (&q30, &q150).
Proof. Replacing a, b, c, and d by &q5, &q25, q33, and q&3, respec-
tively, in Theorem 2.1.2(i), and using Lemma 2.1.1(iv), we find that
f (&q22, &q38) f (&q2, &q58)
=q&3
f (&q5, &q25) f (q3, q27)& f (q5, q25) f (&q3, &q27)
2
. (4.14)
Therefore, by (4.14), (1.10), (3.15), (3.16), and Theorem 2.7.5,
f (&q10, &q20) f (&q5, &q25) f (&q22, &q38) f (&q2, &q58)
= f (&q10, &q20) f (&q5, &q25) q&3
_





(q30; q30)4 f (q
3, q27)
(q15; q15)2




(q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q27)




(q30; q30)4 f (q





(q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q27) f (&q90, &q90)
&q2
(q30; q30)4 f (q
3, q27) f (&q15, &q75)
(q15; q15)2
+q7 (q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q27) f (&q30, &q150)
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=
(q30; q30)2 (q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
36, &q144)
(q15; q15) (q180; q180) f (&q12, &q48)
&q2
(q30; q30)4 f (&q
15, &q75) f (q3, q27)
(q15; q15)2
+q7 (q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q27) f (&q30, &q150).
Theorem 4.4.
(q3; q3) (q9; q9)2 (q
30; q30)






9; q9) f (&q12, &q18)
=
(q3; q3) f (q, q3) f (&q6, &q24)
(q6; q6) f (q3, q9)
.
Proof. By (1.10), (1.11), and (3.17),
(q3; q3) (q9; q9)2 (q
30; q30)






9; q9) f (&q12, &q18)
=
(q3; q3) (q18; q18) (q30; q30)





(q3; q3) (q18; q18)
(q6; q6) (q9; q9) +
=
(q3; q3) (q18; q18) (q30; q30)








(q3; q3) (q30; q30)
(q6; q6) f (&q12, &q18)
(q6; q6) f (&q2, &q4)
f (&q, &q5)
=
(q2; q2) (q3; q3) (q30; q30)








(q; q) (q6; q6)2
=





We are now ready to prove the second main identity.
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(q3; q3) f (q, q3) f (&q6, &q24)
(q6; q6) f (q3, q9)
.
Proof. First we will examine /(q).
In the previous section, we found an equation (3.24) for /(q), namely,










&b2 (q) qf (z, z&1q20)&2q2B(zq&8, q2, q5). (4.15)













&b2 (q9) q9 (q60; q60)&2q18B(&q&12, q18, q45). (4.16)
Replacing q and z by q9 and &q120, respectively, in (4.15), replacing n by












&b2 (q9) q9 (q60; q60)&2q18B(&q48, q18, q45). (4.17)
Adding (4.16) and (4.17), dividing by 2, and applying Lemma 2.1.1(iv),






















&b2 (q9) q9 (q60; q60)&q18(B(&q&12, q18, q45)+B(&q48, q18, q45))






















(q45; q45) (q90; q90) f (&q9, &q36)
f (&q18, &q27) f (&q36, &q54)
q9 (q60; q60)
+q18 \q6 (q
90; q90)3 f (q
21, q69) f (&q12, &q168)
f (q45, q135) f (&q36, &q54) f (q33, q57)
&
(q90; q90)3 f (q
39, q51) f (&q48, &q132)
q18f (q45, q135) f (&q36, &q54) f (q3, q87)+ . (4.18)
Now, consider X(q). Here, we will again use equation (3.19), namely,











+b1 (q) f (z, z&1q20)+2qB(zq&4, q, q5). (4.19)
Replacing z by &| in (4.19), using (3.25), applying (2.5.11), (2.5.4), and







































(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)





(q10; q10)3 f (|q
3, |2q7) f (&|q16, &|2q4)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q2, &q8) f (|q, |2q9)
. (4.20)
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(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)





(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q3, |q7) f (&|2q16, &|q4)
q3f (q5, q15) f (&q2, &q8) f (|2q, |q9)
.
(4.21)
Separating terms in (4.20) and (4.21) according to the residue classes n#0
































































































































































































































































































































(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)





(q10; q10)3 f (|q
3, |2q7) f (&|q16, &|2q4)




(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q3, |q7) f (&|2q16, &|q4)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q2, &q8) f (|2q, |q9)
. (4.22)
Now, applying Theorem 4.1, Theorem 2.7.6, Theorem 4.2, and Theorem
4.3, we can verify that
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)





(q10; q10)3 f (|q
3, |2q7) f (&|q16, &|2q4)




(q10; q10)3 f (|
2q3, |q7) f (&|2q16, &|q4)
q3 f (q5, q15) f (&q2, &q8) f (|2q, |q9)
=
(q5; q5) (q10; q10) f (&q2, &q3)




q2 f (q5, q15) f (q3, q27)
_\& f (q
5, q25) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q8, &q52)
f (&q2, &q28) f (&q4, &q56)
+q2
f (q5, q25) f (&q60, &q120) f (&q28, &q32)
f (&q8, &q22) f (&q16, &q44)
&q5
f (q15, q15) f (&q48, &q132)
f (&q12, &q18)
+q17
f (q15, q15) f (&q12, &q168)
f (&q12, &q18) +
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=&q&2
f (&q3, &q27)2 f (&q12, &q18) f (&q15, &q45)
f (&q6, &q54)2 f (&q30, &q60)4
_
\ f (&q
7, &q23) f (&q13, &q17) f (&q5, &q25) f (&q10, &q20)
f (&q22, &q38) f (&q2, &q58) +
f (&q4, &q26) f (&q14, &q16)
=&q&2
f (&q3, &q27)2 f (&q12, &q18) f (&q15, &q45)
f (&q6, &q54)2 f (&q30, &q60)4
_{ f (&q
15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72)
f (&q12, &q18)(q30; q30)3 (q
90; q90)3
_( f (&q45, &q45) f (&q33, &q57)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
+q18 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
&q21 f (&q15, &q75) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q33, &q57)2)
+q
f (&q3, &q27) f (&q18, &q72)
f (&q12, &q18)(q30; q30)4
_ (&q12 f (&q15, &q75)2 f (&q33, &q57)
+q3 f (&q45, &q45)2 f (&q27, &q63)
+q21 f (&q15, &q75)2 f (&q3, &q87))
+q2
f (&q3, &q27) f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72)
f (&q12, &q18)(q30; q30)4
_(q12 f (&q27, &q63) f (&q15, &q75)
&q15 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q45, &q45)
+q6 f (&q33, &q57) f (&q45, &q45)) ]
_{(q
30; q30)2 (q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
36, &q144)
(q15; q15) (q180; q180) f (&q12, &q48)
&q2
(q30; q30)4 f (q
3, q27) f (&q15, &q75)
(q15; q15)2
+q7 (q30; q30) (q60; q60) f (&q3, &q27) f (&q30, &q150)]. (4.23)
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Using (1.11) and the identities (4.22) and (4.23) twice, and applying


























































































f (&q3, &q27)2 f (&q15, &q45)
(q30; q30)4 f (&q
6, &q54)2
_{(q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72) f (&q36, &q144)
(q15; q15) (q30; q30) (q90; q90)3 (q
180; q180) f (&q12, &q48)
_( f (&q45, &q45) f (&q33, &q57)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
+q18 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
&q21 f (&q15, &q75) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q33, &q57)2)
&q6
f (&q3, &q27) f (q3, q27) f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72)
(q15; q15)2
_(&q9 f (&q33, &q57) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q27, &q63) f (&q45, &q45)2
+q18 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q15, &q75)2)
+q15
\(q
60; q60) f (&q3, &q27)2 f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72)
f (&q30, &q150) +
(q30; q30)3
_(q6 f (&q27, &q63) f (&q15, &q75)
&q9 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q45, &q45)
+ f (&q33, &q57) f (&q45, &q45))=
&q4
f (&q3, &q27)3 f (&q15, &q45)
(q30; q30)4 f (&q
6, &q54)2
_{q3 (q
60; q60) f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72) f (&q30, &q150)
(q30; q30)2 (q
90; q90)3
_( f (&q45, &q45) f (&q33, &q57)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
+q18 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
&q21 f (&q15, &q75) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q33, &q57)2)
+
(q45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
18, &q72) f (&q36, &q144)
(q15; q15) (q30; q30)2 (q
180; q180) f (&q12, &q48)
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_(&q9 f (&q33, &q57) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q27, &q63) f (&q45, &q45)2
+q18 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q15, &q75)2)
&
f (q3, q27) f (&q15, &q75)2 f (&q18, &q72)
(q15; q15)2
_(q12 f (&q27, &q63) f (&q15, &q75)
&q15 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q45, &q45)
+q6 f (&q33, &q57) f (&q45, &q45)) = . (4.24)






















f (&q3, &q27)2 f (&q15, &q45)
(q30; q30)4 f (&q
6, &q54)2
_{(q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72) f (&q36, &q144)
(q15; q15) (q30; q30) (q90; q90)3 (q
180; q180) f (&q12, &q48)
_( f (&q45, &q45) f (&q33, &q57)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
+q18 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
&q21 f (&q15, &q75) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q33, &q57)2)
&q6
f (&q3, &q27) f (q3, q27) f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72)
(q15; q15)2
_(&q9 f (&q33, &q57) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q27, &q63) f (&q45, &q45)2




60; q60) f (&q3, q27)2 f (&q15, &q75)
f (&q18, &q72) f (&q30, &q150) +
(q30; q30)3
_(q6 f (&q27, &q63) f (&q15, &q75)&q9 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q45, &q45)




30; q30) (q60; q60)
(q6; q6)2 (q
9; q9) f (&q12, &q18)
. (4.25)
Using (4.25), (1.10), (4.18), Theorem 2.7.7, and Theorem 4.4, we find that












































(q45; q45) (q90; q90) f (&q9, &q36)
f (&q18, &q27) f (&q36, &q54)
q9 (q60; q60)
+q18 \q6 (q
90; q90)3 f (q
21, q69) f (&q12, &q168)
f (q45, q135) f (&q36, &q54) f (q33, q57)
&
(q90; q90)3 f (q
39, q51) f (&q48, &q132)
q18 f (q45, q135) f (&q36, &q54) f (q3, q87)+
+
f (&q3, &q27)2 f (&q15, &q45)
(q30; q30)4 f (&q
6, &q54)2
_{(q
45; q45) (q60; q60)3 f (&q
15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72) f (&q36, &q144)
(q15; q15) (q30; q30) (q90; q90)3 (q
180; q180) f (&q12, &q48)
_( f (&q45, &q45) f (&q33, &q57)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
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+q18 f (&q45, &q45) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q27, &q63)2
&q21 f (&q15, &q75) f (&q3, &q87)2 f (&q33, &q57)2)
&q6
f (&q3, &q27) f (q3, q27) f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72)
(q15; q15)2
_(&q9 f (&q33, &q57) f (&q15, &q75)2
+ f (&q27, &q63) f (&q45, &q45)2
+q18 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q15, &q75)2)
+q15
(q60; q60) f (&q3, &q27)2 f (&q15, &q75) f (&q18, &q72)
(q30; q30)3
_ f (&q30, &q150)(q6 f (&q27, &q63) f (&q15, &q75)
&q9 f (&q3, &q87) f (&q45, &q45)




30; q30) (q60; q60)
(q6; q6)2 (q
9; q9) f (&q12, &q18)
=&q3 (q60; q60) \ (q
3; q3) (q9; q9)2 (q
30; q30)






9; q9) f (&q12, &q18)+
=&q3 (q60; q60)
(q3; q3) f (q, q3) f (&q6, &q24)
(q6; q6) f (q3, q9)
. (4.26)
Dividing both sides of (4.26) by (q60; q60) , we complete the proof of
Theorem 4.5.
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